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The purpose of this dissertation is to study the shift-
ing organizational patterns and roles of residence hall
staff during the period 1961 to 1976 and to project the im-
plications of these changes into the future. The study is
divided into three major parts. The first includes a deline-
ation of generalizable trends in American higher education
which specifically affected residence hall development during
this period; the second is a case study which describes how
these trends affected the organization and staff roles of a
specific residence hall system; and the third takes the data
derived during this period and applies it to the future of
residence hall development.
Three major trends in higher education are identified as
having particular impact on shifting organizational patterns
and roles of residence hail staff. The first includes the
various issues related to student control during this period
and how staff roles and leadership styles adapted in accord-
ance with the rapidly changing student culture, including:
VI
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student population growth and decline,
-new” student popula-
tions and student unrest. The second centers on how the role
of the residence hall changed from being considered as little
mere than a place for students to sleep to being recognized
as contributing to the students’ educational development by
becoming centers of learning as well as living. Special
attention i.s given to academic and educational programming
in residence halls as well as the growth of residential col-
leges. The evolution of residence hall organizations from
simple organizations staffed with generalists to large com-
plex bureaucracies administered by specialists comprises the
third trend. Specific attention is paid to the role of the
Dean of Women (or Men) in the early sixties; the unprece-
dented fiscal and student body growth in the mid-sixties to
early seventies; and enrollment decline, fiscal retrenchment,
and the subsequent need for greater accountability among
staff in the mid-seventies.
The analysis moves from the general izable trends and
their impact to a descriptive study of a specific residence
hall system and the changing roles and organization of its
staff in relationship to those trends. The system is that of
the Amherst campus of the University of Massachusetts. A
Land Grant institution which grew from a small agricultural
college to a laige university, the University of Massachusetts
is the largest public institution in New England and houses
one of the largest resident populations in the country. The
VI 1
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chronological analysis of this particular system’s changing
organization and staff roles from 1961 to 1976 provides an
example of what was occurring in higher education in general
and residence hall development in particular during the
period being studied,
bss \
Based on the assumption that the trends in residence
hall development have occurred primarily in response to the
changing nature of the students the residence halls were
serving, the study concludes with a summary of past and
present trends and a methodology for planning for the future.
Examples of present trends include problems related to re-
tention, serving the non~traditional student, continued re-
trenchment and the growing need for life planning and career
counseling services. These trends are, in turn, analyzed as
to their implications for residence hall planning. Specific
areas affected include: changes in the physical structure
of residence halls, the provision of a broader variety of
living options and programmatic foci, and the development of
appropriate staffing roles and organizational patterns.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Historical Background (1940- 19601
ihe history of residence hall development in American
higher education has been of interest not only historians
but to educators and practitioners (e.g., student personnel
administrators) in higher education as well. Noted histori-
ans such as Laurence R. Veysey, Frederick Rudolph, Henry D.
Sheldon, Nevitt Sanford, Christopher Jencks and David Reis-
man, anc practitioners such as Harold Riker, Robert Shaffer,
David DeCoster, Kate Mueller and E. G. Williamson have re-
flected on v’^arious periods of residence hall development
since the colonial period. However, this particular disser-
tation reflects primarily on residence hall development in
the 1960 ’s and 1970’ s. It is therefore most appropriate to
begin vrith. a review of developments in higher education just
preceding World War TI.
By 19^! 0, student populations on the nation's campuses
had expanded thirty times their numbers since 1870.^ As a
result, it became necessary for certain staff members, other
than those traditionally aligned with the administration or
faculty, to be delegated student affairs related responsi-
bilities such as the residence halls.
1. Robert H. Shaffer and William D. Martinson. Student
Personnel Higher Education. The Center for
Applied ResearFFTn “E duc a tTon ,- lnc77~New York, 1966, p. v.
1
2The president and other administratorsbecame more and more preoccupied withtne tasks of securing money, recruiting
staff, erecting buildings, revising the
curriculum, engaging in public service
and developing long range plans. Faculty
members became more and more preoccupied
with the increasing demands of teaching
research, publication, and public service.Only by assigning the neglected tasks to
specialists such as ceans of women, deans
or men, and residence hall supervisors
v^as the breakdown of institutional concernfor extra-class life averted.^
These specialized staff members were known as student
personnel workers. Student personnel work as a profession
was a bi-product of the vocational guidance movement which
emerged in the twentieth century and had its roots in
psychological testing. For
fcssion drew most heavily o
the need to broaden the obj
of the field became increas
several decades,
n psychology, but
ectives and expand
ingly apparent and
this new pro-
by the 1940's,
the services
the contribu-
tions of the social sciences were recognized and adopted.
Student personnel work "quickly sprang into vigorous
adolescence and pos tadolescence when faced with the 'super-
burgeoning’ college student populations following V/orld War
II. Beginning in 1945, the G.I. Bill enabled over three
million of the^country's eleven million veterans to enter
college."^ To accomodate these new populations, additional
2 . Ibid .
3. Laurine E. Fitzgerald, Walter F. Johnson and Willa
Norris, Eds., College Student Personnel: Readings and
Ri hi 1 onranh ies . Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1970
,
p. v.
Frederick Rudolph. The American College and University .
Vintage Books, New York, 1962, p. 486
.
services became necess
3
residence halls and student
However
,
ary
.
...necessity was not the only spur todevelopment, for during the 1940 ’s much
was learned about counseling and other
organized attempts to deal with college
student needs and interactions. Person-
nel work in business, industry, government
and the military came of age during and
ol lowing World War II. Men and women
returned from military service and the warindustries expecting psychological, finan-
cial and health services - and got them.
* • • iori to student nonacademic life
and needs became a primary concern of most
ins titutions .
5
Challenged by these new populations, student personnel
workers reviewed their role on the nation's campuses and
came forth with a statement on "The Student Personnel Point
of View", first published by the American Council on Educa-
tion in 1949:
The student personnel point of view
encompasses the student as a whole.
The concept of education is broadened
to include attention to the student’s
well-rounded development - physically
socially, emotionally and spiritually,
as well as intellectually. The student
is thought of as a responsible parti-
cipant in his own development and not
as a passive recipient of an imprinted
economic, political or religious doc-
trine, or vocational skill. As a
responsible participant in the societal
processes of our American democracy, his
full and balanced maturity is viewed as
a major end-goal of education, and, as
well, a necessary means to the fullest
development of his fellow citizens.
^
5. Ibid.
Student Personnel Point of View.” American Council
on Education Studies . Series V'^I , Vol. XI IT, No. 13, Washing-
ton"]! D . C
. ,
1 949
,
p. 1.
4Among the services which would eventually reflect this
operational philosophy were the residence halls. But the
particular importance of the residence hall as something more
than a place to sleep was yet to become a reality. In 1950,
Robert Strozier noted that:
If proper recognition of the importance
of student housing to higher education
ever becomes a universal reality, it will
mark not' only the greatest change in
student personnel administration in thehistory of higher education in America,
but also will represent a basic change in
American educational philosophy as well. ^
ihe residence halls of the fifties, how^ever, served
primarily as means of student discipline and control. "Very
slov/ indeed was progress in the development of student re-
sponsibility for life in the residence halls, the regulation
O.J. student conduct.
. .and the management of student organiza-
8tions.” Several factors aided in impeding progress in
residence hail development, including: the underutilization
of student staff; the lack of direct faculty involvement,
caused by the variety of other demands made on their time;
a narrow definition of residence hall "programming” (usually
confined to its social or recreational aspects without
recognition of greater educational opportunities which could
occur in residence halls); and - most importantly - the lack
of qualified staff to run the residence halls. In the 1950's
7. Robert M, Strozier, Ed. The Housing of Students . Am.eri-
can Council on Education, Washington, D. C., 1950, p. 1.
5"...the difficulty of recruiting an adequate number of quali-
fied applicants has often determined staff roles.... As a
rule, mature women have been recruited to serve as house-
mothers for both men's and women's residence halls."® Thus,
the basic purpose of the residence hall as a place to control
students was to remain generally constant until the sixties
when an influx of new student populations forced institutions
to reevaluate their direction, and subsequently redefine the
role of the residence hall.
Statement of the Problcni
ihe sixties and seventies are of particular significance
in the history of higher education in that they mark a period
of rapid transition:
When historians finally write their
chapter on 20th century American higher
education, the more prescient of them
may well mark the sixties as higher
learning’s dark night of the soul...
As with so many other hallowed public
institutions, our colleges and univer-
sities fell victims to their own his-
toricity. Virtuously committed to the
self-perpetuation of academic dogma
and class, encapsulated by the past
rather than by the present and future,
and dealing comfortably v;ith life with
the hygienic scalpels of pedagogy and
scholarship, they were in no way prepared
for the postwar's cultural transformat ion.,
p.
and for the general acceleration of life.
9. Shaffer and Martinson, p. 62.
10. George Bonham. Inside Academe: Culture in Crisi s.
Published by the Editors of Change, Ne\\' Rochelle, New
xr 1. T A ^ O ^ O
1. t ^ y ^
6By I960, "the American college and university were about
1.0 share their traditions and purposes with over half of the
young men and women of the country, As a result of the
constantly spiraling birthrate since World War 11. coupled
with an increased percentage of college-age youth going to
college (an increase of one per cent a year since 1940),
institutions were faced with the prospect of mushrooming
growth and the need to ready themselves for the tremendous
influr of students in the mid- s ixt ies . ^
^
Besides growth, factors such as new student populations,
student politics and fiscal retrenchment also contributed to
this period of rapid transition. Half of America's college-
age youth were coming to college and issues surrounding
universal access" became of central concern to institutions.
The majority of these students did not fit the traditional
mold in that they were characterized as being generally less
financially and scholastically prepared for college life.
These new students would therefore require nev/ and mere
specialized se.''vices. Groups such as the Committee on the
Student in Higher Education were to challenge institutions
to become more responsive to these populations by assuming
"more conscious responsibility for the human development" of
11 . Rudolph
,
p . 488
.
12. Ronald B. Thompson. "N^imbers of College-Age Youth and
College Enrollment Projected to 1975." Pre -publ ication
release of the College Blue Book
,
1959, p. 933.
these new students.
7
In addition, student politics during this period accel-
erated change in higher education. Among the variety of
factors contributing to student unrest were: American
involvement in the Vietnam War, the emerging revolution of
oppressed minorities (e.g., American Blacks), and general
discontentment of the young toward government and other
traditional institutions.
In 1960, the age of ideology was
allegedly over, consensus politics
reigned, and class warfare had been
brought to its knees at the collec-
tive-bargaining table. By 1970, ide-
ology iv'as again rampant, the consensus
of^the previous decade liad splintered,
ana one social analyst was describing
student unrest as the emerging ’class
warfare' of pos tindustrial society.
Student values were radically changing and the new demands
for increased self-government by students was to contribute
further to the rapidly changing character of institutions of
higher education.
Also in the sixties, higher education was the benefici-
ary of what often appeared at that tim.e to be unlimited
fiscal resources. Government, foundation and private monies
were being poured into the nation's campuses for purposes of
developing experimental programs, expanding human service
15. The Committee on the Student in Higher Education. The
Student in fligher Education . Hazen Foundation, New Haven,
Conn., January, 1968, p. 5.
14 K-pnnpth Kenniston. Youth and Dissent .
Jovanovich, Inc., New YorFj 1^71, p. vii.
Harcourt Brace
8delivery systems, promoting research, and constructing more
adequate physical plants. The various organizational struc-
tures, particularly in administrative areas, were enabled by
the flow of money to not only produce more specialists but
to also become more decentralized in their operations (i.e.,
more significant decision making could take place at the
lower levels of the hierarchy). But by 1972, the resources
began to wane sharply across most campuses. Rising costs
and d^^^indling numbers of college-going youth were contribut-
ing factors to the fiscal retrenchment being felt. Special
programs, and particularly those aligned with human service
delivery systems Ce.g., residential colleges, health educa-
tion, special services for women and minorities, counseling
services, etc.) felt the squeeze most immediately. Almost
as suddenly as it appeared, decentralization was considered
a luxury, and the return to more centrally controlled organ-
izations became the trend.
Throughout this period of rapid change, student person-
nel administrators were, as their other colleagues in higher
education, caught off-guard by the unprecedented growth,
changing needs and then retrenchment of their institutions.
Particularly those who worked with the residence halls would
nevertheless be forced to consider what Strozier referred
to as the ’’universal reality" - that phenomenal change would
continue to take place in higher education, that the resi-
dence halls v/ould take on a new (and powerful) significance
(
9in campus life, and that the roles of those working with the
residence halls would have to radically alter in response to
the change.
Specific questions being asked by these staffs which
would rempin constant throughout the sixties and seventies
include: How many structures are needed for our resident
population and what should they look like? What staffing
patterns should be followed and what roles are most appro-
priate? How can control be maintained with literally
thousands of students residing on campus? What services are
required and for what student groups? And finally, ivhat
role should the residence halls and their staff take on with-
in the academic community? To delineate how these questions
were answered is of utmost importance to those working or
interested in student housing today - for it is through an
understanding of what has evolved that present realities are
placed in perspective and that future planning can proceed,
buttressed by the experiences of the past.
Definition of Terms
As this study is concerned with the shifting organiza-
tional patterns and roles of residence hall staff, these
staff w'ill include those personnel - both professional and
student - who have been traditionally aligned within the area
of student personnel administration and who have had primary
(i.e., day-to-day) contact and effect on the residence hall
10
environment. More specifically, this has historically in-
cluded at least two levels of staff: one at the residence
hall level (e.g., floor counselors, and heads of residence)
and the other at an upper administrative level in the student
personnel hierarchy (e.g.. Deans of Students or Vice Presi-
dents of Student Affairs). A third level, or that of middle
management (e.g., residential area directors, specialized
programmers, etc.) is added to these staff groups as the
organizational development of residence halls becomes more
complex
.
Although the concentration will be on the above staff
groups and levels, other personnel groupings such as campus
agency staff, business managers, the faculty, and the Presi-
dent, or external forces such as campus growth, student
culture and fiscal retrenchment which have had specific
effect on residence hall development will be dealt with as
appropriate
.
And finally, the terms residence halls, dormitories, and
living units will be used interchangeably.
Methodology
This dissertation has required the review and interpre-
tation of the historical literature related to residence hall
development in American higher education with specific empha-
sis placed on student culture, organizational development and
the role of the residence hall. For the purposes of this
11
study, works done just previous to the second World War to
the present have been utilized. Primary resources for this
research have included: articles, books, speeches, disserta-
tions, papers and documents from other institutions.
In addition, the dissertation has required the use of
research methodologies associated with documentary and case
study research. The case study method has been used in the
chapter concerning residence hall development at the .Amherst
campus, of the University of Massachusetts. Included here is
also an investigation of student culture, organizational
development and the role of the residence hall. Primary
resources for this research have included: minutes from
faculty and administrative meetings, master planning (archi-
tectural) documents, administrative notices, campus and
local newspapers, memoranda, letters, policy handbooks,
student proposals, staff training and personnel manuals, and
other internal research papers and documents whicli deal with
various components of the residence hall system.
And finally, future projections have been based on the
research denoted above plus materials (e.g., major works,
published articles and presentations made at recent national
conventions) w'hich deal specifically with long range planning
and the future role of the residence hall in American higher
educat i on
.
Using methodologies associated with documentary re-
seaicii, ca:5e stuuy analysis, Siid the iiitcrpretatien c
tne aissertation has specifically
attempted to. (li delineate the historical and philosophi-
cal trends of American higher education during the period
1961 through 1976; (2) analyze why these trends occurred;
and C3) specify how these trends affected the role and organ-
ization of those staff members who worked with residence
halls in general and at the University of Massachusetts in
particular. This data, in turn, is used to make projections
about the future role and organization of residence halls
and residence hall staff.
More specifically, the historical background has in-
cluded a review of those developments in higher education
beginning with the period just preceding World War II which
most specifically affected residence hall development and
which provide the necessary foundation for the major study
which focuses on the sixties and seventies.
The delineation and analysis of the major trends during
the period 1961 through 1976 and how these trends specifi-
cally affected the roles and organization of residence hall
staff has been handled in two ways: the first being a deline
ation of generalizable trends and their effects on staff
roles and organization; and the second being a case study
analysis of a specific residence hall system.
Three major trends in higher education are identified
as having particular impact on shifting organizational pat-
terns and roles of residence hall staff. They include:
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(1) the various issues related to student control during this
period and how staff roles and leadership styles adapted in
accordance with the rapidly changing student culture; ( 2 ) why
and how the role of the residence hall changed from being
considered as little more than a place for students to sleep
to being recognized as contributing to the students’ educa-
tional development by becoming centers of learning as well
as living; and (3) why there was an evolution of organiza-
tional growth from simple residence hall organizations
staffed with generalists to large complex bureaucracies ad-
ministered by specialists.
The study then moves from the generalizable trends and
their impact to a descriptive study of a particular residence
hall system and the changing roles and organization of its
staff in relationship to those trends. The system is that of
the Amherst campus of the University of Massachusetts. A
Land Grant institution which grew from a sm.all agricultural
college to a large university, the University of Massachu-
setts is the largest public institution in New England and
houses one of the largest on-campus resident populations in
the country. The chronological study of this particular
system’s changing organization and staff roles from 1961 to
1976 provides an excellent example of what v/as occurring in
higher education in general and residence hall development in
particular during the period being studied.
And finally, future projections concerning the
14
and organization of those working with residence halls, and
the residence halls themselves, have been attempted. These
P jections hav'-e been based not onl/ on the aggregate experi-
ences of the past, but also take into consideration present
realities and future projections made by others.
Significance of the Study
A study such as the one presented in this dissertation
IS significant for a variety of reasons. Life and learning
in residence halls continues to be a primary influencing
factor in students’ educational experience. Therefore, any
research which can further explore this area will add to the
body of knowledge necessary to present and future educators.
More specifically, there is no single study v/hich reflects
on the dynamic period of the sixties and seventies with
specific reference to residence hall development and the
evolution of organization and role definition of staff. By
understanding v;hat changes occurred during this period and
why, several groupings of campus personnel can better under-
stand wny present configurations and role definitions exist
on their campuses, and can, more importantly, plan more con-
structively for the future by being cognizant of the suc-
cesses and failures of the past. Specifically, this infor-
mation is important to: cam.pus administrators (e.g., vice
presidents of student affairs, directors of housing and
residence hall personnel)
;
those who are concerned with
15
human services delivery on campuses (e.g., counseling and
cental health center staff, and health educators); behavioral
scientists who are interested in the environmental effect of
living situations; and planning officers and architects who
are designing or planning new structures or are redesigning
or planning alternative uses of existing structures.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL DEL
DEVELOPMENT AND
INEATION OF MA.JOR TRENDS IN RESIDENCE HALL
THEIR EFFECT ON STAFF ROLES AND ORGANIZATION
FROM 1961 TO 1976
The history of American higher education with specific
leference to residence liall development in the 1960 ’s and
1970 ’s has not yet been written in any single source. There-
fore, for purposes of this chapter, materials for an histori-
cal review of this period will be drawn from two primary
sources: works dealing with major trends in higher education,
and works focusing specifically on residence hall develop-
ment. Both of these sources are important to this study as
residence hall development (i.e., the changing role of the
residence hall and its staff, organizational development,
etc.) is inextricably tied to the major trends in higher
education and their subsequent effect on the residence halls.
The residence hall is a microcosm of
the University as a whole. The same
forces that operate within the entire
university community operate within the
residence hall. The residence hall and
residence hall programming are not
isolated from the university or from
the community or the society. They are
part of a much wider structure and must
be looked at and understood in this
context to be truly effective.
This chapter will focus specifically on three primary
15. Katherine Speare. ”A Model for Program Development."
.National Association of Women Deans and Counselors , Vol. 34,
No. 2, '.Vinter, 1971, p. 7b”
16
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trends in residence hall development which emerged in the
literature of the period, 1961 to 1976: (1) the rapidly
changing student culture; (2) the changing role of the resi-
dence hall from a place for students to sleep to a center of
learning as well as living; and (3) the organizational evolu-
tion from simple residence hall organizations staffed with
generalists to large complex bureaucracies administered by
specialists
.
These three trends were selected from the literature in
that they represent trends occurring in American higher edu-
cation in general which had particular impact on the develop-
ment of residence halls during the period being studied.
More specifically, ’’the rapidly changing student culture”
(the first trend) is significant in that, more than any
single factor, students influenced the changing nature of
residence halls. During the period, 1961 to 1976, specific
aspects of student culture to be studied as to their effect
on residence hall development will include: student popula-
tion growth and decline, ’’new” student populations, and
student unrest.
The second trend, or, ’’the changing role of the resi-
dence hall from, a place for students to sleep to a center of
learning as well as living” was particularly indicative of
this period. In the early sixties, residence halls essen-
tially served primarily as places for students to sleep and
be controlled or disciplined. However, with the influx of
18
•W’ student populations in the mid-sixties, it became in-
creasingly apparent that residence halls needed to play a
greater role in student life. Included in this section will
be examples. of the emerging ’'living and learning- philosophy,
including the development of academic and educational pro-
gramming and the role of the residential colleges.
And finally, "the organizational evolution from simple
residence hall organizations staffed with generalists to
large complex bureaucracies administered by specialists-
represents the third major trend of the period. The organ-
izational evolution of this period will be divided into
three sub-periods: the early sixties, the mid-sixties to
early seventies, and the period, 1972 to 1976. Among the
specific characteristics of residence hall organizations to
be studied during these three sub-periods will be: the simple
organizations and generalist job descriptions of the staff in
the early sixties, the expansion and specialization of staff
in the mid-sixties to early seventies, and the organizational
and staff role consolidation in the retrenchment period, 1972
to 1976.
Student Culture
The rapidly changing nature of student populations was
to affect the role of higher education in general and the
residence hall in particular more than any other single trend
in the sixties and sevencies. /uiioiig ciiose areas whicli iiad
I—*
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greatest effect ir.cluded; (a) student population growth (and
decline) and the need for additional (or fewer) facilities;
Cb) "new" student populations and the need for new and in-
creased services; and (c) student unrest and the need for
alternative decision making models.
Studen^o^l^^g^^ and decline . Although the total of
college-age youth was steadily growing since 1940, by the mid
sixties, the universities experienced an unprecedented growth
in admissions, caused in part by the post-war baby boom:
An upward trend continued after
World War II, at first apparently
aided by the G.I. Bill, but con-
1-iriued unchecked even after the
v^eterans thinned out. By the mid-
1960*5 more than two young men in
every five were entering some sort
of college, and more than one in
five v/ere graduating. The propor-
tions were about 25 per cent lower
for women.
ihis trend, hov/ever, w'as to continue beyond the mid-sixties.
In 1965, when there were 4.2 million students in higher edu-
cation, the U.S. Office of Education predicted that this
number would double to 8.5 million students by 1975.^^
The initial and most pressing problem these growing
populations presented to colleges and universities was where
to put them. In 1961, there were only enough residence halls
16. Christopher Jencks and David Riesman. The Academic
Revolution . Anchor Books. Boubleday and Co., Inc., Garden
City, N . J
. ,
1969, p . 95.
17. John IV. Truitt. "The Image of Today’s Student.*' New
Dimensions in Student Personnel Administration. Orley RT!
* » T~' 1 r
^ ^ ^
rrT
^ ^ I ^
u L % y LuKji • y wCTcin^cn^ * • y
970, p. 31.
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to accomodate one-quarter (or one million) students.
Therefore, it was predicted in 1961 that:
During the current decade, colleges
their existing residential facilities
enouah°t^
^ million new units -
oHoston populations
thir^H^L Cleveland. The bill forhousing will run to at least
according to the most con-
Prelp^rt cost and quantity,
instititi^np?^
in construction costs aid
Inor^^en^?^^
policy make $4.5 billion a
•
ftgnre. A $6 billionprice tag is entirely possible. 19
As a result of all the construction in the sixties,
several references were made available to college and uni-
versity administrators as to how to approach the problem.
Among them were: Harold C. Riker and Frank Lopez’s College
Sti^_^s Live Here: A Study of Co llege Housing (Educational
Facilities Laboratories, Inc., New York, 1961); Howard
Adelman’s Tj^e_j^ds of Academe (Praxis Books, Toronto, 1969):
and ^Ludent Housing, a report from the Educational Facilities
Laboratories (New York, 1972). These and other works were
intended to aid administrators in their choices of architec-
tural design and size - with emphasis given to the type of
living and educational experience each option would produce.
Specific examples included recommendations in such areas as:
the need for adequate and attractive public area space (e.g.
,
18. Harold C. Riker and Frank G. Lopez. College Students
Live Here: A Study of Col lege Housing . Eddcational FaciTi
-
ties Laboratories, Inc., New YolTc, 1961, p. 6.
19. Ibid.
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lobbies, lounges, rooms which could double for classrooms,
laundry rooms, etcO; proper lighting, design and durable
furniture in student rooms; and designs for an efficient
but attractive dining hall when one was to be built within
t.-c doria. In most cases, the recommendations were accom-
panied by blueprints and photographs of residence halls re-
cently built on a variety of campuses.
The temptation throughout this period, however, was to
build anything to accomodate the growing number of students
with little thought given at the time of construction to
what might later transpire within. One particularly popular
design for mass housing during the sixties, for example, was
the high rise (tower) dormitory:
Housing structures of 10 to 20 stories
and more now visually dominate a number
of contemporary campuses, and additional
similar structures are on the way. Some
of these buildings are monuments to mass
education; some represent a skillful
means to emphasize the individual student
in the midst of numbers; most are primar-
ily devoted to physical comforts and con-
veniences, with little, if any, connec-
tion with the academic life. 20
Unfortunately, these characteristics were shared by too many
other student housing situations and residence hall staff
would soon be forced to deal with the isolation produced by
these structures.
20. Harold C. Riker. "The Changing Role of Student Housing."
College Student Pers onnel Work in the Years Ahead, Gordon
Knopf
,
Ed., Tne American College Personnel Association, Stu-
dent Personnel Series No. 7, 1966, p. 69.
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Throughout the sixties,
sought:
the "ideal" residence hall was
of
obvious after some ten yearsplanning
... that there is no idealresidence hall which can be adopted
as a universal model. The ideal resi-dence hall is more likely the next
one - the one that responds to” theinstitutional needs as foreseen
...
21
But by the, early seventies, the "ideal" residence hall was no
residence hall. Students had more than amply filled admis-
sions quotas for nearly a decade. But by 1970, the rate of
growth in enrollments had dramatically slowed down:
Since 1970 the enrollment of studentsin the traditional college age group
has declined as a percentage of the
total population in that age bracket...
In the 1972-1973 academic year alone,
more than forty-five independent private
schools shut down. They went bankrupt,
merged with other institutions, or were
taken over by the government. This re-
presented more than 3 percent of all
private colleges and universities . ^2
This trend continuing through the present is felt less drama-
tically by the large public institutions. But institu-
tions, if they have not already, will have to come to terms
the crucial problems related to diminishing enrollments,
a primary co.ncern being what to do with the increasing number
of empty residence halls.
21. Harold A. Goltz. "Planning the 'Ideal' Dormitory,"
American School and University . Vol. 40, No. 1, September,
1^67, ^ 3 j
.
22. Barry M. Richman and Richard N. Farmer. Leadership
Goals and Power jn H i gheT- F.dnc?^tion
. Jossey-Bass Publishers,
San Francisco, 19 74
, pp. 7'- 8.
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^New*' student [Population?;
. The sixt
with them
-Tiew- student populations,
that "U.S. colleges and universities
for offering post-high school educat
ies and seventies brought
It had become a pattern
...assumed responsibility
ion to almost everyone
who desires it
desire it."“'^
regardless, in many instances, of why they
,
This phenomenon marked the stage of "universal access"
in higher education. This universal access stage has been
furthef
.sub-divided into two periods by the Carnegie Commis-
sion. first, universal access for members of the 'college-
age' population, and second, universal access for persons of
all ages.'’ The former sub-period has remained constant
through the sixties and seventies, while the latter (i.e.,
the admission of older or "non-traditional” students) is a
phenomenon primarily of the seventies.
The majority of these students in the "college-age”
population did not fit the traditional mold in that they
were less financially and scholastically prepared for college
life:
Toward the end
three-quarters
upper academic,
graduates were
if they ranked
socioeconomic
of the 1960’s, nearly
of those ranking in the
half among high school
entering college - even-
in the lowest quarter on
measures. As the country
23. The Student in Higher Education
,
p. 3.
2 4 . Priorities Tor Action: Final Report of the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education . McGraw-Hill Book Company
,
New York, 1973, p. 5.
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acces=“®it’^?^ r'"® increased college
stituie tL 1?';'®?,'^®^^ students who con-t he available reservoir of nev^f
'academicallv'®'’®^
education: poor studentslly and - more often than not -poor students ’financially'.^^
Two-thirds of these new students were first generation col-
lege students, one fourth Black, and about 15 percent other
minorities (e.g., Hispanic, Native American)
.
Wii.h these students came a need for new and increased
service's. Institutions of higher education were forced to
move from their preoccupation with how poorly prepared these
students were to how well the institutions themselves were
prepared to serve these new students. Groups such as The
Committee on the Student in Higher Education were to ask
’’...the college do more than it ever did before in facilita-
ting the development of the young adult personality."^^
Their worry was that the various aspects of college or
university life ’pay little attention to the needs and prob-
lems of students and the development of the students’ person
alities.’’“ This included the residence halls:
The housing and food services of a
college or university are part of
the impersonal style. They have no
educational function; they are essen-
tially profit-making or at least self-
am.ortizing enterprises ... so comforts,
frills, and niceties are kept to a
25. K. Patricia Cross. ’’New Students of the 70 ’s." The Re -
s earch Reports . The Center for Research and Development in
r Education. University of California, Berkeley. Vol.
Vf, No. 4, 1971, p. 1.
2/S. Thid.. n. 2.
27. Th e Student in Higher Education
,
p. 4.
28 . Ibi d
. , p . 41
.
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bare minimum.
.. In these projects
ot course, there is no room forgraceful living, much less forthe evolution of small, intimate
communities
.
Specifically what was done in or with residence halls
to better serve these students will be dealt with in greater
detail later in this chapter in the sections which follow.
In general, however, some of the major changes included:
(1) a more committed approach to making residence halls cen-
ters of learning as well as living, including the development
of residential colleges and greater participation on the part
of faculty;
(2) special attention given to the structural or environmen-
tal limitations of residence halls;
(3) an increase in campus counseling services, including
outreach programming into the residence halls and better
utilization of peers as counselors;
(4) the development of special interest dorms, corridors and
centers either by academic interest or preferred life style;
(5) the decentralization of residence hall organization and
the subdividing of large campuses into more manageable living
areas
; and
(6) probably most importantly, the hiring and training of
more qualified residence hall staff to deal with the special
needs of these students.
29 . Ibid
. ,
p , 40.
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Student unrest
.
= leaped to the attention
public during the schoolyear 1964-65 with a shocking force.
From the East to the West Coast camous
events at the nation's very best colleges
ana universities forced educators parti-
cularly, and the public in general, to
realize that all was not well on the edu-
cational scene. Regardless of specific
aetails, it be^came evident to even the
casual observer that feelings of anony-
tration
,
mistrust, and aliena-
' tion from the commonly verbalized goals
of the educational community character-
ized a significant segment of the student
body. Further analysis revealed that
these feel ings were not j us t a passing
fad nor the result of skilled agitators,
but v^ere fed by the nature or the educa-
tional process on all too many college
campuses throughout the country. 30
A variety of campuses were experiencing this student
unrest. Some examples of this phenomenon in 1965 included:
that which began as a student protest against University
regulations and grew into the free speech movement on the
Berkeley campus of the University of California; a student
demonstration at the University of Kansas over racial dis-
crimination in fraternities and sororities; student demon-
strations and sit-ins at Ohio State University over their
right to bring controversial speakers to campus; a picket
line at Yale University for the reins tatement of a faculty
member who had been denied tenure; and a protest by Indiana
State University students against Terre Haute city officials
to SUqffer and Martinson, d. 90.
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for allowing certain forms of crime to exist in the city.^1
In each case, the commitment to reform was at the heart
ot the students' actions. Several external factors were
feeding into this need for reform, including American involve-
ment in the Vietnam IVar; a growing discontentment among minor-
ity groups which would lead to the Civil Rights Movement and
the rise of Black militant groups; and a general discontent-
ment among the young toward government and other traditional
institutions, the more radical students of which formed what
was to be knoim as the "New Left". Although only a small
percentage of the students were involved in the more radical
or militant actions during this period, the general disaffec-
tion among youth could not bo ignored:
What all the protests have in common
is this: students are demanding power,
control, and freedom in the institution
of higher education which shapes and
controls their lives. By organizing
for autonomous student governments and
free dormitory intervisitation, they
are moving to control their political
and social lives. By fighting against
useless academic requirements and by
developing nev; curricula in free uni-
versities, they are moving to control
their education. By protesting racist
admissions policies, Dow Chemical re-
cruiters, and the Vietnam War, they
are coming to use the college as a base
and a tool to change the larger society.
31. William R. Butler. ’’Student Involvement in the Decision-
Making Process." College Student Personnel: Readings and
Bibliographies . Laurine El Fitzgerald, Walter F. "Johns~drr"and
Wilia Norris, Eds., Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1970, pp.
68-69.
32. Michael Rossman. The Wedding Within the War . Anchor
Books, Doubleday and CoT^ Inc
. ,
Garden City, New York, 1971,
p. 290.
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In May, 1970, a study showed that "three-quarters of American
college students believed that 'basic changes' were necessary
to improve the quality of life in American society, while
only 19 percent believed that basically the system was 'on
the right track’
.
As can be expected, these external influences contri-
buted to radical internal change within institutions. Stu-
dents had ’’experienced success in making their presence felt
and in extracting concessions."^'' In general, the most sig-
nificant outcome of this period of student unrest to internal
campus affairs was student inclusion in the decision making
pro'cesses of their respective campuses. For example, as a
result of the 1966-1967 disruptions on the campus of Cornell
^^iversity, a Commission was formed which was to review and
reformulate campus governance. Out of their report was
developed two basic concepts: "...the promotion of respon-
sible student freedom and maturity, and the protection of the
special interests of the educational community
. The
"special interests" included the opportunity of an education-
al atmosphere on campus, and the protection of the health,
safety and welfare of all members of the community. The
33. Kenniston, p. viii.
34. Joseph Katz and Nevitt Sanford. "The New Student Power
and Needed Reform." The College Student and His Culture: An
Analysis. Kaoru Yamamoto, Ed., Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston,
1968, p. 41.
35. Allan P. Sindler, Chairman. "Report of the Commission
on the Interdependence of University Regulations and Local,
.State and Federal Law. Cornell University." Ithica, New York,
September 27, 1967, p. i.
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members of the Comm.ission were meticulous in their distin-
guishing University disciplinary authority from civil law
enforcement, and were forerunners in how they proposed to
locally operationalize the difference.
The Commission at Cornell was among the first to learn
their lesson in not having "policies which clearly state the
agreed-upon relationship of students, faculty, and adminis-
trators within the University."^® Although now considered
a matter of course on most campuses, the Commission recommen-
ded to; (1) update the 1958 Student Code of Conduct; (2)
create a student board of original jurisdiction; (3) expand
the representation of the policy making board to include not
only faculty, but an equal number of students (plus the Dean
of Si-udentsj; and (4) move the general administration of the
Code of Conduct from the faculty proctor and Security Depart-
ment to the Dean of Students.
Major changes which were to occur in governance areas on
the nation's campuses were entwined in the issues related to
the residence hall rules and regulations. In the early
sixties, most campuses had strict regulations concerning
parietals. This included limited (or no) visiting hours
between members of the opposite sex, curfews (usually for
«
women students only), strict dorm security, a specified
36. John W. Truitt. "University Posture and Student Protest-
Second Round." New Dimensions in Student Personnel Adminis-
tration
, Crlo}’’ R"] Herron
,
Jr
. ,
Ed
. ,
Intomat ional Textbook
Co
. ,
Scranton
,
Pa., 1970, p. 44.
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dress code, and no alcohol in the residence
a few. The disruptions of the mid-sixties,
reconsideration of these antiquated rules;
halls -
however
to name
forced
Students know more and are intellectuall
v
more sophisticated than in ea^tie? SecadL.y now more about the complexities ofhigher education, about faculty concerns,
problems, adminis trative
- faculty
curricular
clashes, and budget controversies. Withsuch ready information, they obviously
havfna
treated as naive and resLt
^ complexities of the situation
used as an excuse for inaction.
The students themselves echoed these sentiments in a
statement made by the United States National Student Associ-
ation:
USNSA condemns the tradition of in
parentis and the educationar"
habits and practices it justifies...
Ci^) permits arbitrary and extensive
repression of student pursuits and
thereby impairs the total significance
of the University as a center for the
conflict of ideas .. .Paternalism in any
form induces or reinforces immaturity,
conformity and disinterest among tliose
whose imagination, critical talent, and
capacities for integrity and growth
should be encouraged and given oppor-
tunity for development. Insofar as in
19
^? P^^cnt is doctrine removes resporP"
sibil ity for personal decision-making
from the individual student, it dis-'
torts and weakens a significant phase
of the educational process. The un-
examined acceptance of authority which
is often appropriate to the child-
parent relationship must be replaced in
the universities by the encouragement of
a critical and dialectical relationship
between the student and his community.
37. James F. Penney. Perspective and Challenge in College
Personnel koi'k. 'w.iiaries Li. iiioincts, rub.
,
Gpiiii^j-icld. Ill
i9TrrY- 25,
• >
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The range of inquiry within or beyond thev-lassroom must not be restricted out ofpaternal considerations but must be ooenedout of educational ones. 38
p
Students essentially gained the right to govern them-
selves in residence halls on most campuses. Ij, October*,
1971, a survey of 41 equal size institutions was administered
by Vanderbilt University to determine to what aegree resi-
dence hall rules and regulations had changed in recfnt years.
The changes which applied to the overwhelming majority of
these campuses included: the abolition of curfew and parental
permission for various social priveleges; alcohol had been
permitted in the residence halls; security was no longer a
campus guard at the door, but rather keys were being issued
to the residents; and the establishment of more liberal
visitation policies Calthough more than half of those sur-
veyed had not yet moved to 24-hour open house).
Simil.nr clianges were to occur in the area of living
options. Up through the early sixties, students had been
assigned to separate living units according to their sex.
By the mid-sixties, however, the feeling prevailed that ’’the
living arrangements of undergraduate men and women should be
determined by the students themselves, subject only to such
38. U.S. National Student Association. ’’Codification of
Policy 1961-1962." Philadelphia, Pa., 1962, p. 31.
39. Margaret Cunninggim. "Residence Hall Policies Among
Institutions in the Association of American Universities."
NAV/DC
,
Vol. 55, No. 3, Spring, 1972
,
pp. 136-158.
constraints as are imposed by the need for maintaining the
condition of the dormitories and meeting costs."'*° Thus by
1871, Cin the same Vanderbilt survey of 41 institutions) 37,
or most, campuses had coed ho.ising.^^
Coed housing (within the same structure) has essentially-
taken on three forms. As the years progressed, these forms
most generally represented the three developmental stages of
coed living arrangements on many campuses:
Foriry^: A large residence hall with
separate wings for men and women.
Form II : Large residence halls with
separate floors for men and women.
^ ^
^
* Residence halls of any size
with male and female students residing
in separate but alternating rooms on
the same floors.
Once the coed issue was settled, many campuses naturally
allowed further experimentations in living options, including
special interest corridors (e.g., feminist corridors, Third
ivorld corridors, gay liberation corridors) and special
interest dorms (e.g., by academic major, or interest in
sports, environmental concerns, etc.). First year students
have been generally integrated into upperclass dorms, and on
some campuses married and single students dwell in the same
40. Robert Paul Wolff. The Ideal of the University. Beacon
Press, Boston, 1969, p. 135.
41. Cuninggim, pp . 136-138.
42. Elizabeth Greenleaf. "Coeducational Residence Halls: An
Evaluation." College Student Personnel: Readings and BiblJ^-
ographies . Laurine E. Firzgorald, Walter F. Johnson inH Will
Norris, Eds., Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1970, p. 203,
buildings
.
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Residence Hall s as Learning Well 3 s Living Centers
Previous to the Influx of the "new" student populations
residence halls served primarily as means of student disci-
p ine and control. By the mid-sixties, however, it became
increasingly apparent that student services needed to be
expanded and these physical structures could (and should)
play a 'greater role in student life than simply a place to
sleep
.
The most obvious expression of the values
attached to residence experience may be
seen in
-the buildings a campus provides
tor dormitories, but the physical plant
skeleton about which must be
molded the program that gives pulsing
_
reality to life in residence.
Within the units, ’’the typical long corridors, bolted-
down furnicure, monolithic exteriors, and cramped lounge
spaces are... hardly sufficient to produce enlightenment.”*^^
Outside these structures, hov/ the occupants interacted v/ith
the learning environment was an additional concern:
...when they live apart, geographically
or psychologically, from the academic
43. Dorothy V, N. Brooks. ’’Where and How Students Live.”
Student Personnel as Deeper Teaching
. Esther Lloyd-Jcnes
and Margaret Ruth Smith, Eds., Harper and Bros., New York,
1954
,
p. 180.^
44. James I. Bess. ’’More than Room and Board: Linking
Residence and Classroom.” Services for Students: New Direc
tions for Higher Education . Joseph Katz, BdV, Jossey B'ass”
San Francisco, Vol. I, No. 3, Autumn, 1973, p. 38.
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acqJt;: fcuUur°“hf: 13 “^^
y L r i^i"L’"- -
0 - Lcu 1 ?v%^'‘!?P''^'"'‘^® student-faculty
tne social needs of students, far from
servlce^of^^h^^"?’ brought into the
coUeg^Ss tatellectual ain,s of the
In order to alleviate this problem, residence halls were
less viewed as irrelevant appendages of college life and were
instead
JT. increasingly viewed as integral aspects of the
college’s educational program which requires an integration
of the living unit and its physical facilities with the
academic offerings and intellectual spirit of the institu-
46tion. This changing attitude produced what was to be
referred to as the living and learning concept of residence
life
.
Living and learning has taken a variety of forms in
residence halls, including: academic programming, educational
programming, and residential colleges.
Living and learning through academic programming
. One form
living and learning has included the oresence of academic
programming within the residence hall. At Michigan State
45. hevict Sanford. ''Ends and Means in Higher Education."
Current Issues in Higher Education
. Higher Education Associ-
ation, 1962, p. 19,
46. Shatter and Martinson, p. 59.
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university for example, two models have been operating since
the early sixties. One involves a coed dormitory with an
instructional program for the residents tuaght by instructors
Who have their offices in the building. m this program,
students take at least two courses which are required before
graduation. The other model involves a specific academic
program in a residence hall where faculty have offices within
the building but where few, or sometimes none, of the resi-
dents participate in the program. The purpose of this model
has been to provide an academic atmosphere in the residence
hall where the facilities have provided needed office space
classrooms. In yet other cases, the living and learn-
ing environment is aided by students occasionally inviting
faculty to their dorm for guest lectures or informal gather-
ings.
With academic programming in residence halls, structural
renovations have occurred in existing buildings to provide
for classroom and office space; and in planning for new resi-
dence halls, campus officials have most often included proper
spaces in order that this kind of activity can occur. Speci-
fically, these spaces have included: libraries, study areas,
classrooms (which can also be used as dorm meeting rooms)
,
an d conferenoe rooms (or faculty office space). 48
47. Donald V. Adam.s
. ’’Living and Learning Centers.” New
Dimensions in Student Personnel Administration
. Or ley
ilcrron, Or., Ed
, ,
International Tex t book Co
. ,
Scranton, Pa
1970, p. 128.
48. Riker and Lopez, pp. 73-74.
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Given thi= type of progra^ning within their residence
halls, students and staff have been drawn closer to faculty
residence to attend classes or visit faculty i„ the tradi-
tional academic buildings, students have been able to have
learning experiences in the more informal context of "home".
Faculty, in turn, have been drawn closer to the students'
lives outside the context of the formal classroom. And
finally, by virtue that they are both working or residing in
the residence halls, staff and faculty 'are provided a more
natural context for understanding each other's roles in rela-
tionship to student development and other institutional
objectives
.
Li^n^ and
.leaj-ning through educational programming
. The
second form of living and learning has taken place through
the commitment to educational programming. Educational pro-
gramming differs from academic programming both in who is
doing Lhe teaching and the content of what is being taught.
Whereas academic programming has traditionally been taught
by the faculty of the institution, educational programming
is most often taught by staff or students. In terms of the
\.,ontent of w'hat is being taught, academic programim.ing gener-
includes trad.itional areas of the core curriculum of
the institution (with academic credit attached), whereas
educational programming includes non- traditional areas of
37
pursuit and does not necessarily involve academic credit
The development of types of educational programming and
thetr effect on the role of residence hall staff will be
presented in this section following a brief history of why
this type of programming emerged in residence halls.
Educational programming was developed in response to
the needs of the new student populations of the sixties and
seventies.
.Wg the problems with which these students
were grappling were: uncertainty about their future careers
in an increasingly depressed job market; the threat of
military draft; problems related to sexual identity during
period of new sexual tolerance; the emerging drug culture;
and an increased awareness of and by oppressed groups such
as women and minorities.
Traditionally, the duties of staff members in residence
halls involved maintenance of a modicum of order, protection
of buildings and equipment, and prevention of improper be-
havior." The needs of these new student populations,
however, were to require additional services. But, by the
mid-sixties, faculty were essentially unavailable to deal
in depth with these special needs. Filling this programmatic
void caused a shift in the roles of student personnel in
general and residence hall staff in particular:
The void that appears to be developing
in the higher education scene because
49, Shaffer and Martinson, p. 62
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of the pressure for publication,
research, increasingly large classes,
and the ever-widening base of know-leage seems to force more and morelaculty to be less concerned with
teaching and more concerned with
academic discipline matters. The
attention to the student as a ’whole'person must be filled by the college
student personnel leader who perceiveshimself as an educator. This role for
the student personnel leader is a
multiple one involving reinforcement
of classroom activity, programming for
other learning*needs of the 'whole'
student, and behaving in his relation-
ships with students with the primary
S-Ttitude of an educator- teacher
.
The increased recognition of the important role the residence
hall was to play in the educational process was to require
more and better trained staff members. These staff included
both professionals and students who were either directly or
indirectly related to the residence halls.
Among those professionals indirectly related to the
residence halls were student personnel staff from helping
agencies such as the campus' counseling center or health
service. During the period of institutional growth, there
was a definite need to expand these services. Not only was
it considered important that these agencies provide more
opportunities for clinical (or completely confidential)
services for individual students, but it was further
50. Dennis L. Trueblood. "The Educational Preparation of
the College Student Personnel Leader of the Future." Col -
lege Student Personnel Work in the Years Ahead . Gordon
KnopTj E3T, The American College and Guidance Association,
nr' jy 7Q
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.desirable to have members of the psychiatric or counsel-
ling staff initiate or be available for discussion within
student groups, rather than only 'waif for students in their
5
1
offices. Tnis latter activity, or outreach programming by
campus agencies, had its roots in the community psychology
movement which began in the mid-sixties:
Community psychology addresses itself
to a broader range of problems than
those commonly associated with counsel-
ing and clinical psychology with their
emphasis on one-to-one relationships,
individual diagnosis, treatment and
remediation, A significant component
of community psychology is a focus on
the development and enhancement of
positive attributes in man and his
domain.... ’Campus community psycho-
logy’ viewed in this framework, has the
broad scope of community psychology but
limits its target populations to those
that participate in some significant way
in the life of a college campus. Along
with a concern for community mental health
(which historically has focused on preven-
tion)
,
it includes a concern for enhancing
human growth and the improvement of human
systems and organizations . ^2
Outreach programming has been established at several
institutions. At Colorado State University, for example,
the Counseling Center has been experimenting with a variety
5 3
of outreach programs since the mid-sixties. At the
51. Katz and Sanford, p. 416.
52. J. Alfred Southworth and Theodore Slovin. ’’Outreach
Programming: Campus Community Psychology in Action.” New
Directions for College Counselors. Charles F. Warnath and
Associates . josse^^ass PublTshers, San Francisco, 1973,
p . 138.
66 . ibid., p. 141.
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University of Florida, Mental Health Services staff have been
working with residence hall staff and students in a preven-
tive mental health program,^'* other examples include a human
sexuality program recently established by the Health Services
at the Orono campus of the University of Maine, and the drug
and alcohol educational programs made possible in recent
years on such campuses as Southern Methodist University
through special grants from the National Institute for Alco-
hol Abuse and Alcoholism, a division of Health, Education and
Welfare. In all cases, these educational programs have been
facilitated in collaboration with those staff directly associ-
ated with the residence halls; and in some cases, residence
hall staff have been trained by the agencies to, in turn,
deliver the programs within their respective halls.
Among those staff directly related to the residence
halls have been the professionals and student staff. In the
early sixties, the professional staff members who lived in
the dorms still generally took the form of housemothers. The
majority of these women were in their fifties, were untrained
for student personnel work, and performed duties which were
essentially designed to maintain order in the residence
hall.^^
54. Harold C. Riker. ’’The Role of Residence Educators."
Student Devel opment and Education in College Residence Halls .
David A. DeCoster and Phyllis Mable, Eds
. ,
American College
Personnel Association, Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 158.
55. Helen Reich. The College Housemother . The Interstate
Printers and Pubiisners, Inc., 1968, p. 15.
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Typical responsibilities of these staff included:
ists
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6
.
Assignment of student rooms...
Supervision of the lobby or officedesk.
.
.
General social supervision, includi
chaperoning of the lounge.
.
Hostessing in the dining room and
making table assignments...
Maintaining individual student and
personnel records required by the
institution.
.
.
Enforcing special regulations...
including granting permission for
sign outs, late pr iveleges
. .
. 56
ng
By the mid-sixties, however. a growing number of special
-
(who either lived in or oversaw the residence halls)
were required to perform the programmatic needs demanded by
the new student populations
:
As long as it is our purpose to educate
more and more young people - in fact all
who wish to be educated - there will be
a need for specialized services for deal-
ing with them, services managed by persons
especially trained for such functions. As
long as our objectives include the develop-
ment of the whole person ... ins truction can-
not be confined solely to classroom teach-
ing. Other special 'teachers' will be
needed to carry the educative process into
the residence halls... 57
These educative functions were to require a new breed of
professional staff - staff who were better qualified than
their predecessors both in educational background and in on-
the-job, or in-service, training. Speaking to the 1964
-w
S>Tnposium of the National Association of Women Deans and
56. Ibid
.
,
pp. 40-41.
57. Kate H. Mueller. Student Personnel Work in Higher Edu -
cation. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1961, p. 60.
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.nee
Counselors, Mary Jane Stevenson stated that:
personnel should have
anrL'’muc“tra-^-®"‘^
cultural backgrounds
^
,
training as possible in dealing
tiveir°?i'';i,^°’'!] ""‘li'^idually and collac-ely, in the educational setting. Th^’s
thra?earo/ weighted towardsne reas f psychology, counseling, soci-
problems of higher
tration^Ss^^"^
student personnel adminis-
Several campuses such as the University of Florida have sii
boastecj residence hall staff who have brought ’'...a variety
of educational backgrounds...- to their positions, most with
masters degrees ’’...primarily in counselor education, student
personnel, or psychology
.
But even with solid educational backgrounds in the help-
ing professions, residence hall staff were to also require
in-service training programs. The purpose of these programs
was to keep them current on issues and skills related to
student development and to train them as to the specific
needs and policies of their individual institutions. In 1963,
a survey of 100 colleges and universities holding membership
in the National Association of Student Personnel Administra-
tors shewed that the majority of these institutions had in-
service training programs for their professional residence
58. Florence Louise Phillips. ’’Achieving Professional Sta-
tus for the Position of Residence Hall Director." Journal
of the NAipC
,
Vol. 28, No. 1, Fall, 1964
,
p. 36.
TDT Ben Barger and Ann Q. Lynch. "University Housing: A
Healthy Learning Laboratory." Services for Students
.
Joseph
Katz, Ed., Jossey-Bass, Pub., Inc., San Francisco, 1973, p. 11.
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hall bta..f. Still a vital component of residence hall
operations, the purpose of these training programs has
been two fold, the
"...professional upgrading of each staff
member as an individual, and the increased competence of the
staff as a functioning whole. "^1 These programs have taken
on a variety of forms, including; workshops, research,
seminars, interschool visitations, role-playing, confer-
ences, and individual evaluation; and have included such
content areas as: leadership skills, administrative and
management skills, planning skills in implementing educa-
tional programming, program evaluation and counseling.®^
These programs have both required specialists to train the
staff and have produced staff who then specialized in such
areas as drug education, human oppression, communication,
and personal counseling.
Equally vital to the educational role of the residence
halls have been the student staff members. In the early
sixties, these staff members had residence hall responsibi-
lities parallel to the professionals during that period and
60. John W. Truitt and Richard A. Gross. '‘In-Service
Education." New Dimensions in Student Personne l Adminis-
t r a t
i
0 n . Orley R. Herron
,
Jr
. ,
Ed
. ,
International Text -
book Co
. ,
Scranton, Pa., 1970, p. 211.
61 . Ibid
. ,
p . 210
.
62. Theodore Miller. "Professional Preparation and Devel-
opment of Residence Educators." Student Development and
Educat i on in College Residence Halls
. D avTd A. De'CosteT
and Phyllis Mable, Eds
. ,
American College Personnel Assoc.,
V/ashington, D.C., 1974
,
pp. 166-178 .
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vere frequently referred to as "dorm counselor" or "resident
advisor". However, these titles were often misleading in
that these student staff more often performed a disciplinary
rather than a counseling or advising role.*^
advisors enforced the adminis-tiat^on s rules for dorm living. The
desDor’' ® benevolentp t. Although he occasionally served as
fln
to students, he most often was
authoritarian involved in handling dis-
of the dichotomyin his roles of authoritarian and advisor,the student body viewed the resident advisor
as a policeman' of the administration ratherthan an advisor and friend of the student.
These dorm "counselors" were "...frequently little more
than a streamlined version of the housemother."^^ But just
as the housemothers were replaced by staff who could play a
greater educative role in residence halls, so were the roles
of these student staff to change.
The trend toward more student autonomy and self-gover-
nance coupled with the growing commitment to provide services
and programs which supported the total development of stu-
dents in residence halls contributed to the alteration of
student staff roles. The abolition of strict residence hail
regulations diminished the need for resident disciplinarians
65. Walter Daniel Fitzpatrick. Staffing of Residence Halls
for Men at Cornell University, 1954-1964
. Master's ThesisT”
Cornell University Graduate School in Education. Ithaca, New
York, September, 1965, p. 48.
64. Robert Brown. "Resident Advisor Programming" NASPA
Journal . Vol. 7, No. 2, October, 1969, p. 86.
65 . Dugald S. Arbuckle. Student Personnel Services in High -
er Education . McGraw-Hill Book Company, inc., 1955, p. 217.
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and increased the need for "community developers." or those
who would help provide an environment for students to develop
responsibility for themselves.
The greater use of a new kind of student staff in resi-
dence halls further developed as a result of two basic con-
siderations. ( 1 ) that a 'campus community psychology’
approach to the delivery if services provides for the most
economical and efficient provision of counseling and advis-
ing services to students;" and "(2) that student peers can
and should be involved in all aspects of the provision of
services to residence hall students.
The ’’campus community psychology” approach, or that
described earlier in reference to the outreach programming
of campus agencies, places emphasis on community involvement
in the assessment of needs and in marshalling resources to
meet those needs. When applied to student staffing, the
specific tenets of this model are that student staff perform
direct counseling and advising functions for their peers and
that professional residence hall or campus agency staff
assume the functions of program developers, trainers, and
supervisors for these students. The result of this interre-
lationship is a decentralization of services and an expanded
66. Barbara L. Headrick and Marjorie Peace Lenn. ”A Com-
prehensive Report on the Residence Hall Student Counseling
System at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst,” (A
Report Prepared for the Board of Trustees.) Amherst
,
Massa-
chusetts, January, 1975, pp. 5-6,
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work
roles
over
force which
The growing
is based on
their ipeers
.
is readily available to resident students
commitment to the use of peers in these
these students' demonstrated influence
57
...as peers of students in the
residence hall undergraduates can
challenge students in a different
way than professional staff members.The student staff member's skills in
communication, both with the profes-
sional staff and students are per-
ceived by his peers.. as more relevant
and realistic than those of the pro-fessional staff member. A peer who
respect and acceptance
who sets an example by his
doing things, can serve as
tator in bringing about valuable rela-
tionships betw^een the professional
^rid students who live in the hall
ie
by students
own way of
a facili-
68
The potential for student staff to play a more positive and
educational role in relationship with their peers resulted
in expanded job responsibilities which balanced out the ad-
ministiative functions with counseling and educational re-
sponsibilities. Examples of these functions include:
C 1 • ) Administrative and Information Giving
Functions : including aiding in the routine opera-
tional procedures (holding keys, keeping floor
plans, locking up the residence hall, noting
student damage, doing inventories, keeping hous-
ing lists, etc.); enforcing campus policies and
residence hall regulations; house security;
67. Ibid . ‘
68. Elizabeth A. Greenleaf. "The Role of Student Staff
Members." Student Development and Education in College
Residence Halls . David A. DeCoster and PhyHi s Mable, Eds
.
Ainer lean College Personnel Association, 1974, pp. 181-182.
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residence hall communications;
resources for campus happenings
grams, course and living option
mation, and financial aid.
being information
, academic pro-
s, career infor-
and Human Relations Func-includp.g personal and social counseling
values clariiication; new student orientation-
organization of social functions; promotion ofinteraction between residents; assisting commu-
growth and awareness; crisis intervention;
and mediation of floor conflicts; and
-
^rid Educational Functions:including making preventive and educational inter -
ventions by: arranging for speakers and films, and
oigani^ing programs around issues such as human
sexuality, drug and alcohol education, emergencyhealth care and health problems, academic and
career options
;
providing an educational forum for
community issues (i.e., issues of human oppression,disruptive or destructii^e behavior, and disagree-
ments on the floor) ; and providing alternative
forums for academic offerings, services, and serv-
ing as catalysts for nev\r (inter-departmental,
academic) learning experiences . b9
Given these new and expanded duties, student staff were
to require more concerted training. It was no longer enough
to simply select the more mature students without training
them as well. Specific training programs had to be developed
in the areas outlined above. This need, in turn, gave rise
to professional staff who, in part, had to specialize in the
training of these student staff members.
In summary, educational programming in residence halls
emerged in response to the needs of the "new” student popula-
tions of the mid-sixties. New and additional services were
69. Headrick and Lenn, pp. 34-35.
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required which gave rise to an expanded and more specialized
staff both within the residence halls and in the student
personnel division in general. Based on the concept of
"campus community psychology", outreach programming became
more common among campus helping agencies. And finally, more
adequate inservice training programs were developed for the
growing numbers of specialized professional and student staff
members
.
I^^ ving and le arning through residential colleges
. The third
form of living and learning manifests itself in the residen-
tial college. Although particularly popular in the sixties,
the residential college was not a new idea. Institutions
such as Harvard and Yale had been utilizing the residential
college system for years as a means of bringing students and
faculty together.
The unprecedented growth of institutions in the mid-
sixties contributed greatly to the growth of these colleges.
As institutions grew, the gap widened between students and
faculty
:
With the exception of certain smaller
schools, students in general do not
indicate very much or very close con-
tact with faculty outside the class-
room. Between one-third and two-thirds
of the students, depending on the
college, say that their contact with
faculty is quite infrequent
.
70. Kenneth A. Feldman and Theodore M. Newcomb, The Impact
of College on Students . Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 1970,
p . 4 y .
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But even in the classroom, the need to accommodate the grow-
ing number of students by providing large lecture-style
arrangements further separated the two groups:
The student's academic existence is animpersonal one occurring in overlarge
classrooms which permit little sense
ot participating in the process oflearning . '1
The residential colle*ge represented one model for
aligning the student and faculty subcultures. By reducing
the numbers of those with whom students and faculty would
interact, a healthier learning environment was made more
possible
.
The effective size of an institution
can be reduced even without a reduction
of its absolute enrollment by creating
what are in effect distinctive smaller
communities within the larger organiza-
tion. These communities include both
students and faculty, a community with
a sense of identity and above all else
whose members share interest and commit-
ments which can be supported and furthered
rather than diluted and discouraged through
the ordinary ongoing relations of the mem-
bers of that community ... these have to be
genuine, intellectual communities embedded
in residence halls and groups of academic
departments . ^ 2
The form and organization of many residential colleges
71. Joseph Katz and Nevitt Sanford. "The New Student Power
and .Needed Educational Reforms." Phi Delta Kappa, No. 47,
1966, p. 397*,
72. Burton Clark and Martin Trow. "The Campus Viewed As a
Culture." Rese arch on College Students . Hall T. Sprague,
Ed., Western Institute Commission for Higher Education
(Boulder, Colorado) and Center for the Study of Higher Edu-
cation (Berkeley, California), 1968, p. 122.
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have been similar to the description of the Michigan State
model as it appeared in 1970 :
= college communityWithin the larger university. A resi-dentially based four year program for
undergraduates. Full-time faculty is
small; usually faculty appointments arejointly appointed from a number of re-lated disciplines from within depart-
ments of the larger university. Inte-gration between curricular and cocur-
ricular aspects of student experience
IS facilitated by housing classrooms,
residence hall cultural programs,
faculty offices, students, and adminis-
trative staff in a single residential
college setting. A residential college
remains an autonomous college as any
other college within the university
its own curriculum and graduation
requirements
.
Other models have maintained an identity separate from the
larger institution but have had to conform v/ith the admis-
sions and curriculum standards, and sometimes the random
housing assignments of that institution. But, regardless of
the form it has taken, the residential college has succeeded
in bringing faculty and students into closer contact by
taking the places of learning into the living quarters:
The social -psychological climate of the
residence is vastly different from that
of the classroom building with its constant
flow of transients and the long memories of
passive listening, if not coerciveness.
Held in the dormitories, these course
experiences bring the faculty member into
contact with students in the informal
context of their homes, where students
I'S. Adams, d. 128.
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feel less constrained by the speciallanpage, interaction patterns and othercustoms of the classroom. 74
In general, the concept of the residential college has
been successful. The proximity of students, faculty and
staff has promoted more meaningful interaction among these
otherwise separate campus groups. And in this setting, more
manageable numbers of students in class (that found in the
traditional lecture hall) have enabled more individualized
attention
.
However, there are problems related to the establishment
or continuance of residential colleges. The primary concern
is cost, coupled with faculty attitudes toward residential
colleges. Whether the residential college's faculty is self-
contained or borrowed from academic departments, paying these
faculty is an expensive proposition for the institution.
Therefore, in those frequent cases where academic departments
perceive a need for additional resources, the residential
college can become a prime target. This situation can be
exacerbated if the general faculty opinion is essentially
that learning should occur solely in the traditional class-
room (i.e., in the academic "core" rather than on the "out-
skirts" of the institution). This attitude has been of con-
ft.
cern to those involved with residential colleges even in
periods of fiscal solvency in higher education. However, as
will be reviewed later in this section, all residential
74. Bess, p. 73.
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programming (including residential
even greater test around 1972 when
and fiscal retrenchment threatens t
programs
.
colleges) will face an
diminishing enrollments
he very future of these
Whether through academic programming, educational pro-
gramming or the residential college, models of living and
learning evolved in response to the changing needs of their
student constituents and greatly affected the roles of resi-
dence hall staff. In general, the staff became conduits for
the various components of the institution to come together
in the places where students lived:
Whether the student's growth is in the
direction desired by the college is a
question of great concern to the faculty
and administration alike. However,
specialists on the faculty and staff
are primarily interested in their own
fields and often contribute to the
fragmentation and lack of coherence of
the campus culture by their competent,
aggressive efforts to advance their
particular discipline, activity, or
particular area of responsibility.
Since the student personnel worker is
interested in the effects of all these
influences upon the individual student,
one of his major responsibilities is to
strive for a balance among them. In
addition, a major effort of the student
personnel worker must be the development
of cooperative relationships among the
varied campus elements to create a
working alignment between institutional
objectives and institutional programs
and activities
,
75, Robert H. Shaffer. "Issues and Problems in the Organi-
zation, Administration and Development of College Student Per-
sonnel Programs in the Years Ahead." Coll e ge Student Person -
nel Work in the Years Ahead . Gordon Knopt, ud.. Series /.
American College Personnel Assoc., Washington, D.C., 1966, p.
2
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By 1972, however, the fiscal retrenchment experienced
throughout higher education served to threaten the continua-
tion of living and learning programs. Faculty were needed
back in their respective departments as positions could not
be replaced; the campus helping agencies (which had also been
cut back) could no longer afford to provide extensive out-
leach programming; and the
.specialists among residence hall
staff had become luxuries. The specific effects fiscal re-
trenchment had on residence hall organization and staff roles
will be dealt with in further detail in the last part of this
chapter. It should be noted, however, that the marriage of
living and learning and the forms it took in residence halls
in the period being studied aided in the generation of "...a
remarkable new enthusiasm for learning" and helped instill
the notion among students that learning is "...a continuous
7
process."
The Evolution of Residence Hall Organizational Patterns
In the fifteen year period being studied, the organiza-
tional patterns of residence hall systems were to alter in
response to the major trends in higher education. The influx
of students was to alter their size and degree of complexity;
the changing ^role of the residence hall was to directly
76. Donald V. Adams. "Residential Learning Opportunities."
Student Development and Education in College Residence Halls .
David A. DeCoster and Phyllis Mable, Eds., American College
Personnel Association, Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 89.
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effect the types of staff in these organisations; and the
period of retrenchment was to alter the direction and goals
of these organizations.
Products of internal and external trends, residence hall
organizational patterns can be divided into three relatively
distinct periods: (1) the early sixties: the organization
being characterized as a relatively simple hierarchy of staff
whose roles were primarily general in nature; (2) the mid-
sixtiea to early seventies: the organization being character-
ized by large complex bureaucracies staffed by specialists;
and (3) the period of retrenchment (beginning about 1972)
:
the organization being characterized as diminishing in size
but not necessarily in scope of responsibility.
For each of these periods, there was no single organi-
zational structure which was in operation on the nation's
campuses
:
Diversity rather than uniformity is
characteristic of student personnel
services, as of every other phase of
an ins titut ion of higher education.
This diveristy grew out of two sources
:
the personalities and idiosyncrasies of
the originators; and the unique develop-
mental history of each ins titut ion . ^7
There were, however, general organization and functional
characteristics which could be applied to each period. These
were based pi‘imarily in how decisions were made, (i.e..
77. E.G. Williamson. Student Personnel in Colleges and
Universities
. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1961, p. 22.
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whether the organization was centralized, decentralized or
partially decentralized in its decision making process and
structure). And for all three periods, two functions were
to remain constant; "the financing and maintenance of build-
ings and services” (or the business functions), ’’and the
management of students” (or the student personnel functions)/®
Only the manner in which these two functions would be
carried out would differ according to the period.
THe organizational patterns to be studied will be those
primarily associated with large institutions as the patterns
of smaller institutions have remained informal and slower to
change
:
...on a small campus with fewer students,
the organizational structure is much more
casual and informal. Such informality is
associated with, or even caused by, the
small volume of business due to the small
number of students, and also by the tra-
ditional informality associated with face-
to-face relationships possible only in
small institutions
.
Large institutions, on the other hand, have been influential
in developing organizational patterns due to the size of
their staff and facilities. It has been these larger schools
which have set the patterns for smaller campuses in that they
had previously faced many of the problems to be later felt by
the smaller institutions.
78. Mueller, p. 174.
79. Williamson, p. 25.
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The early sixties
. The residence hall organization of the
early sixties was best characterized as a relatively simple
hierarchy of staff whose roles v^fere primarily general in
nature.
As stated earlier, the two primary functions of resi-
dence hall systems included those related to business func-
tions and those related to. student personnel responsibili-
ties. A survey done in 1963 of forty-eight large universi-
ties revealed that four basic administrative patterns existed
which either divided or combined these functions.
The first administrative pattern is that in which "the
student personnel office is responsible for all aspects of
the residence hall management. Under this pattern (See Fig.
1) the student personnel staff of the University is respon-
sible for all budgets, for all maintenance and housekeeping,
for financing new halls, for selection of personnel services
including the counseling services, educational program, dis-
cipline function and record services."
Fig. 1. Administrative pattern in which the student
personnel staff is responsible for all aspects of
residence hall management.
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The second administrative pattern is that in which "the
business office is responsible for all aspects of residence
hall management. Under this system (See Fig. 2) the chief
university business official supervises the personnel work
of the residence halls as well as the business operations."
Fig* 2.^ Administrative pattern in which the business
office is responsible for all aspects of residence
hall management.
The third basic administrative pattern is that in which
**the personnel office is responsible for all personnel func-
tions including the educational program, the counseling ser-
vices, and discipline functions. The business office is
responsible for the management and maintenance aspects of
the residence hall operations. This dual-line plan (See Fig.
3) has two separate lines of authority with coordination
between the executives of each area on a staff relationship."
58
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pattern in which the personnel
and business offices share responsibility for residence
nail management.
The fourth and final basic administrative pattern
involved a centralized operation under a housing director
who supervises the operation of both the men’s and women's
halls (See Fig. 4). All personnel and business functions
come under the housing director. He, in turn, is responsible
to the business and personnel offices to carry out their
functions within the residence system."
Fig. 4. Administrative pattern in which a centralized
operation under a housing director who is resDonsible
for all^ aspects of residence hall management
.
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Of the institutions surveyed, most,
operating under the third pattern (in wh
business functions were under separate o
tures)
,
while 17 percent were using the
cent the second pattern, 22 percent the
9 percent none of these organizational p
The significance of studying organi
such as those delineated above is to de
t
istrative philosophy prevailed over the
residence hall system. This, in turn, a
what kind of residence hall environment
encing. For example:
or 45 percent were
ich the personnel and
rgani zat ional struc-
first pattei'n, 7 per-
fourth pattern, and
atterns
.
zational patterns
ermine which admin-
functions of each
ids in defining
students were experi-
The business manager or comptroller
may think of the residence hall as
a means of making money or, at the
very least, as a part of the institu-
tion that will pay its own way. The
academic dean, if he thinks of the
residence at all, may think of it
in terms of its contribution to the
total educational offering of the
institution. The personnel dean
will see the residence hall as a
valuable m.eans of aiding in the total
development, particularly the social
development, of the student. The
head of buildings and grounds may
sometimes think of the residence
as one of his major headaches. 82
Regardless of the type of organizational structure.
tension
between
in administrative philosophy was
V.
the two major function areas, or
to occur primarily
business and
Ibid.
,
p. 37.
ArDuckie, p. 220.
81.
82.
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personnel. This problem was not unique to the residence
hall systems of the early sixties; it would indeed be a
problem faced by these systems throughout this fifteen year
study. However, the conviction expressed by student person-
nel administrators in 1961, "...that the ideal arrangement
for the administration of residence halls at the top level
IS either a centralized or a joint management involving
personnel administrator and business manager" was to prevail
through, the seventies.^- An example of this particular
organizat ional arrangement is presented earlier in Figure 4.
Characteristic of residence hall administration in the
early sixties were separate, but parallel, administrative
structures and services for men and women's housing. On
most campuses, a dean of men was responsible for men's hous-
ing while a dean of women was responsible for women's housing
(See Figures 1 and 5). The residence hall personnel (i.e.,
housemothers or Heads of Residence) were to report to their
respective deans while the deans, in turn, reported to the
chief administrative officer (most often the Dean of Students)
Decision making was centralized and communication was pri-
marily vertical in nature (e.g., decisions were made "at the
top" and were "handed down" to staff). A typical residence
hall organization chart of this period would be similar to
the following which was extracted from a chart of the Student
83. Mueller, p. 191.
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Services Division at the State College of Washington:
PRESIDENT"]
r DEAN OF SfUDF.NT.q I
I— IASSOC. DEAN OF STUDENTS
MEN
ASSOC. DEAN OF STUDENTS
WOMEN
<
1
Heads of Residence of
1 Men's Halls
Heads of Residence of
Women’s Halls
Fig. 5. Residence hall organization at the State
College of Washington . S4
Although generally committed to the total educational
development of the students, the Dean of Women and Dean of
Men were primarily expected to monitor conduct and control
in the residence halls. Their ^responsibilities were broad
in scope in that they were responsible for all aspects of
residence hall life. They, therefore, specialized in few
areas with the exception of the distinctions they made be-
tween men’s and women’s residence hall experiences. Indeed,
there was often a difference in operational philosophy be-
tween those in charge of women’s residences and those in
charge of men ’ s
:
It sometimes happens that there is
very little cooperation between the
two, and the dean of women may very
often be thinking of the dormitory
as a means of social education for
th'e women students, while the dean
of men is thinking of the men’s
84. Williamson, p. 82. (Chart courtesy of Dean J. G.
Clevenger, State College of Washington.)
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In 1961,
dormitory as a place where men are fed
sheltered, and kept under control. 85
3
.
prediction was made that!
y
...the parallel but separate type of
organization will be replaced in anincreasing number of large institu-
tions. Instead, there will be admin-istrators who function as special co-
ordinators of the ... specialized student
services, supervising them but not
offering them directly and separately
to students ... 86
With the influx of students into the nation's campuses in the
mid-sixties, this prophecy was fulfilled and the separate but
parallel structures were to become one.
Growth in the mid-sixties to early seventie s. As a result of
the overwhelming numbers of students in the mid-sixties and
the subsequent need for expanded services, the simple resi-
dence hail organization had to alter considerably. The
number of residence halls on many cam.puses had become so
numerous that additional staff were required for their daily
operation. A growing number of specialists were not only
required to perform the new educational programming needs
within the residence halls but were also required to adminis-
ter the growing fiscal and physical operations of these
buildings. As a result, residence hall organizations during
the period mid-sixties to early seventies were to be charac-
terized in large institutions as complex bureaucracies
85. Arbuckle, p. 221.
86. williams oil, p. 34.
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staffed by specialists.
The initial problem which residence hall personnel were
to face was resistence to the impending change in their
organization and roles:
A primary problem is the recognition
of change, along with the intex'est offaculty and staff in reviewing housing's
role in the light of actual and antici-
pated change. Tradition is a very
powerful force, indeed, which can and
does convince the college community of
the virtues of the status quo. All too
, many times a pall of conservatism, de-
fined as inertia or resistance to change,
has hung over the campus when procedural
innovation or organizational revision was
to be considered. Student housing illus-
trates the point. When a living unit is
organized and operated along traditional
control patterns, it will finally fail
to meet student needs and, because of
inept disciplinary procedures, will become
a serious hazard to the academic life. 87
The overwhelming numbers of students, coupled with the
special needs of these new populations, however, dictated an
immediate expansion of residence hall staff and services.
There were now not only too many students to control by
traditional methods, there was also the growing popularity
of the residence halls as learning as well as living centers.
The numbers and changing philosophy were to force organiza-
tional change.
The three primary organizational changes to occur
during this period included the expansion
,
specialization
87. Riker. "The Changing Role of Student Housing," pp. 73-75 .
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of residence hall staff and services.
When the colleges of the United Statesbegan to grow in size and in the range
of tneir objectives
,
and especially when
relationship of the president and thefaculty at most colleges ceased to be
personal and intimate, progress seemed
to call for an enlargement of the admin-
istrative staff for the specialization
in their training and function. 88
Expansion and special i z-at ion . The size of the staff
grew in proportion to the growing size of the resident popu-
lation,, and the specializations which emerged were those
related to student personnel functions (delineated in this
chapter s section on ’’Residence Halls as Learning as ’»Vell as
Living Centers’ ) and those related to business functions.
The growing number of structures and the need to properly
manage the large inventory, purchasing, billing renovation,
maintenance and damage control functions necessitated
specialists in these areas - or ’’business managers”.
Decentralization
. In order to provide quality service
to the large number of resident students, it became necessary
to replace the centralized organizational structure of the
early sixties with a series of more manageable - or decentral-
ized - structures. These decentralized structures are
characterized as ’’...sizable units that can be operated
89
efficiently by a staff of manageable size.” Most often
88. Mueller, p.
89. Williamson,
125.
p . 8 7.
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referred to as ’•clusters”, or ’’residential areas”, these
structures were: (1) small in size, (2) reflected a ’’commu-
nity of shared experiences and interests, and (3) had a
significant measure of self-governance,^^ For example, for
the large institution with a resident population of 10,000,
the ’’smallness in size” often meant clusters of areas of
2,000 or 3,000 students; the ’’shared experiences and inter-
ests” meant that the students lived in the same geographical
area on campus; and the ’’self-government” meant that the
number of residence halls in that particular area or cluster
were few enough in number to make representational governance
possible. For the smaller institution (e.g., 2,000 or less
resident students) it was not necessary to divide the resi-
dence hails into more manageable administrative clusters.
The growing need to divide campuses into these more
manageable units gave rise to a staff grouping of ’’middle
managers”. These staff, with titles such as Area Directors
or Area Coordinators, reported to a Director of Housing or
Director of Residential Life, and were responsible for the
administrative and programmatic functions of their respective
residential areas. To them reported the Heads of Residence,
or the professional staff who lived in the dorms. With the
rise of coed residential areas followed by coed dorms, these
90. George Barton Ogden. An Organizational Innovation In
Residential Undergraduate Education and its Effects --on
Student Behavior . Unpublished Dissertation, University of
Massachusetts
,
Amherst, May, 1970 , n. 23.
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middle managers cancelled out the tradition of keeping men's
and women's housing separate, while Heads of Residence re-
placed the less qualified and trained housemothers. A typi-
cal organizational chart during this period would look like
the folTov/iii^ depicted in Figure 6. (It shouJd be noted,
however, that the business and student personnel functions
were not always within the same administrative structure.)
"president 1
,
i :
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT !
I AFFAIRS
I
r D IREC^R
'
"0
~f' ho 1j S
I
n'g
~
1
Farea coordinator t
HEADS OF RESIDENCE,!
j
BUSINESS MANAGER E DUCAT ION’AL]
INDIVIDUAL HALLS 1 i programming!
STAFF i
Fig. 6. The Area Coordinator as a "Middle Manager".
During this period, healthy budgets enabled the large
residence hall staffs and innovations in programming. But
the brunt of the more negative aspects of change in growth
and the changing student culture were felt most dramatically
by those staff living within the residence halls themselves:
Student personnel staff in residence
are caught in the crossfire between
the external pressures on the univer-
sity to control student behavior and
student demands for increased freedom
over their life outside the classroom.
. .
.most residential institutions continue
the practice of administrative -
counseling - disciplinary functions under
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the rubric of residence hall director.
This conflict in role definition was not even to be rectified
in the residence halls of the seventies.
In summary
»
the organizational structures of residence
halls in the mid-sixties to early seventies were character-
ized by the expansion and specialization of staff and the
decentralization of administrative structures. These changes
were caused by tw^o primary factors: the influx of large num-
bers of students who could no longer be controlled by tradi-
tional methods, and the growing popularity of the notion of
residence halls as centers of learning as well as living. In
larger institutions, residence halls were divided into more
manageable administrative clusters or areas. And finally,
the need to administer these areas, in turn, gave rise to
those staff referred to as "middle managers".
Retrenchment (1972-1976) . The tremendous growth of the
sixties (both in numbers of students and fiscal resources)
was not to be replicated in the seventies. By 1972, the
combination of a tightening national economy, coupled with
decreasing numbers of students entering college, threatened
the autonomy and flexibility of residence hall systems.
Total expenditures for higher education
in the United States have skyrocketed
93. Harold W. Beder and Scott T. Rickard. "Residence Hall
Regulations and Staff Roles: A Substitute Model for In Loco
Parentis." NASPA, Vol. 9, No. 1, July, 1971, p. 57.
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billion in 1959-1960 to
riL^frrTi"? 1571^1972.... They havesen from 1.3 percent to 217 percent ofthe gross national product during thisperiod.
.^though the budgets of manyUniversities and colleges - especiallypublic ones - have continued to increasein recent years, if price inflation istaken into account they have probablygone down in real terms or stagnatedin most cases. In any event, the rate
of growth in both budgets and enroll-
ments generally has slowed down, oftendramatically
.
More specifically, the problems faced by residence hall
systems during this period of fiscal retrenchment included:
a growing tension between the business and student personnel
functions and staff as to how to deal with diminishing re-
sources; the related challenge to residence hall staff as to
the degree of accountability they were willing (or had) to
take in order to stay alive; and the inevitable loss of
resources (including personnel) which was to threaten those
special services which emerged in the sixties.
As the resources began to drop dramatically, those staff
who specialized in the business functions were forced (not
always involuntarily) into positions of power. They ulti-
mately controlled the funds, and therefore had gained a con-
siderable influence over the operations of the residence
halls. Tension emerged quickly, however, when their percep-
tions of the role of the residence hall did not match with
92. Rickman and Farmer, pp. 6-7.
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those of the student personnel staff:
...as higher education has become more
and more a business enterprise in its
adrainistrat ion and organization, some
housing officers feel that business
aspects now take precedence over edu-
cational goals and that the comptroller
'
s
vote is more significant than the educa-
tor’s when final decisions are made about
construction and operation.
For both staff groupings, two challenges would emerge from
this tension. The first was the need for both groups to
more clearly define residence hall operations in order that
discussions could occur between them with a better knowledge
of the real but fragmented Interests they represented. The
second challenge also involved all staff - the demand for
increased accountability.
The word ’’accountability" is found frequently in the
literature dealing with higher education during this period.
Lopez offers the following definition:
.Accountability refers to the process
of expecting each member of an organi-
zation to answer to someone for doing
specific things according to specific
plans and against certain timetables
to accomplish tangible performance
results. It assumes that everyone
who joins an organization does so
presumably to help in the achievement
of its purpose; it assumes that individual
behavior which contributes to these pur-
poses is functional and that which does
no't is dysfunctional. Accountability is
93. Ellen Fairchild. "Evaluating Residence Hails Through
Trifocals." College Student Personnel: Rea dings and Bibli-
ographies . Lauririe E. Fitzgerald , '»Val ter F.
.Norris, Eds., Houghton I'lifflin Co., Boston
Johnson
1970, p.
and
1 Q8
IV i 1 1 a
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intended, therefore, to insure that the
behavior of every member of an organiza-
tion is largely funct ional
.
Some consider accountability a fad, and like all fads,
it will everttually disappear from the vocabulary - much less
from the modes of residence hall operations. Ctliers
,
however,
claim that it has always been an expectation and is therefore
not a new concept: '’...accountability is not a particularly
novel or innovative idea... this somewhat sudden and shopworn
practice cannot be suddenly endowed with magical properties
and qualities...’’. However, the degree to which the notion
of accountability had an effect on residence hall staff and
services was to have specific ramifications during this
period and in the future:
Current trends indicate that those
responsible for administering residence
halls across the country will not be
exempt from the demands for increased
accountability. On many campuses,
residence halls are confronted by in-
creasing costs for operational supplies
and services, food, and labor at the same
time that they are faced with reduced
occupancy and diminishing waiting lists.
Trends like these have caused budget
officers, presidents, and trustees to ask
pointed questions about the expenditure
of funds and whether the variety of services
offered within residence halls are vital and
well administered. This is particularly
true at institutions where residence halls
were built with borrowed capital at a time
when it seemed impossible to provide ^ enough
beds for incoming students. Few believed
94. F. M. Lopez.
Kappan . No. 52,
95. L.G. Cooper.
Journal of Higher
’’Accountability in Education.” Phi jet a
1970, p. 231.
’’Dec 1 s ion - Ab 1 1 i ty ,
Education. No. 44
Not Accountability.
,
1972, pp. 655-656.
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thsu cnrolliTiGnts would level off, much
less decline, and that meeting the debt
would become a burden.
In addition to the burdens of paying the bills and the
bonds, residence hall systems were faced with the prospect of
a shaip reduction in staff and services. Some reductions
were made by the residence hall systems themselves in re-
sponse to their natural attrition of funds. These processes
of cutting back were painful, but not as much so as when
other components of the institution arbitrarily determined
what of the residence experience was essential and what was
not
:
When spending levels for educational
and social services are sharply cur-
tailed, as they are now, people who
write the checks take a hard look at
’non-essential’ items in their budgets.
They have to set priorities, and first
priorities usually go to activities
that yield tangible results. Other
programs are scrutinized to determine
whether results warrant expenditures.^^
The key problem this presented to residence hall systems was
that, in tlie unprecedented growth period of the sixties, a
variety of special programs and services had quickly emerged
witli often little thought given to the proper evaluation of
their tangible effects on students. Usually in the areas of
96. Richard Stimpson and Lou Anna Simsey Simon. ’’Account-
ability for the Residence Program.” Student Development and
Education in Colleg e Residence Halls . David A. DeCos ter
^
and
Phyllis Mable~ Eds
. ,
American College Personnel Association,
Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 237.
97. C.J. Pulvino and M.P. Sanborn. ’’Feedback and Account-
ability,” Personnel and Guidance Journal , No. 51 , 1972, p. 16.
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counseling and educational programming, (which are still dif-
ficult to evaluate as to the specific "product" they produce)
these programs v/ere most vulnerable to budget cuts. In more
dramatic cases, counseling services were being closed down
(as at the Madison campus of the University of Wisconsin)
;
whole Student Affairs divisions were being phased out (as at
the University of Oregon); and on many campuses, the resi-
dence hall systems had been shifted to the domain of the
principal financial officer to be run as money-making organi-
98
zations. On most campuses, the number of specialists was
diminishing, and new models of evaluation and a growing
recognition of the importance of providing "cost effective"
services began to emerge.
The remaining staff members, however, were not generally
prepared for yet another grouping of "new" students who were
to enter the college campuses in the seventies. Called "non-
traditional" students, these populations were not the tradi-
tional 17 to 21 year olds. In 1975, 3.5 million students who
were 25 years or older enrolled in institutions of higher
education. This represented 34 percent of the total college
enrollment . Residence hall staffs were generally
98. Kent E. Robinson.
Servic es fot S tudents .
for Higher Education
.
Autumn, 1973, pp. 1-3.
"The Attack on Student Services."
Joseph Katz, Ed., New Directions
Jossev-Bass, Inc., Publishers. No. 3,
99. Frederick* Brodzinski . "The Next 20 Years: A Futuristic
Examination of Student Affairs." Paper presented at the
Annual Convention of the National Association of Student Per-
sonnel Adniinistrators , Atlanta, Georgxa, April , u/
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untrained as to the special needs of these students; and the
already stretched services they were providing (e.g,, dorms
that were not constructed or programmed to accomodate family
situations) were unacceptable to these students’ housing
needs
.
Where residence hall systems are, or should be, heading
in the future will be dealt with in the final chapter. But
as this, fifteen year period, 1961 - 1976, is left, residence
hall organizational structures were necessarily having to
return to a more centralized control model as the number of
staff were diminishing; new emphases were being given to
evaluation and management; and a healthy stubborness was to
prevail in protecting the role of the residence hall as a
place to be considered more than simply a place to sleep.
CHAPTER III
AN HISTORICAL CASE STUDY OF THE SHIFTING ORGANIZATIONAL
PATTERNS AND ROLES OF RESIDENCE HALL STAFF AT THE AMHERST
C./VMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FROM 1961 TO 1976
The purpose of the preceding chapter was to delineate
from the literature those general i zable trends which occurred
in higher education from 1961 to 1976 which affected the role
and organization of residence hall staff. This chapter, in
turn. Will be focusing more specifically on a particular
residence hall system and how its staff and organization
were affected during this same period. The residence hall
system is that of the Amherst campus of the University of
Massachusetts. A Land Grant institution which grew from a
small agricultural college to a large university, the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts is presently the largest public
institution in New England and houses one of the largest on-
campus resident populations in the country. As stated
earlier, this particular institution and its residence hall
system were chosen for this case study as they represent a
microcosm of how nation-wide trends affected residence hall
staff roles, organization and programmatic offerings during
the fifteen year period being studied.
The case study will focus on the shifting organizational
patterns and roles of staff by delineating why and how the
system grew- from a simple organization of staff composed of
generalists to a very large complex bureaucracy staffed by
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specialists. More specifically, the trends which were to
occur on this campus mirrored those experienced nationally
during this same period, including: the changing student
culture, th6 emergence of residence halls as centers of
learning as well as living, and the period of retrenchment.
Instead of dealing with these trends individually as was
done in the second chapter, this case study will take a
chronological form.
For purposes of this case study, the residence hall
staff will include those personnel - both professional and
student - who have been traditionally aligned in the Student
Affairs division of the University of Massachusetts and who
have had primary (day-to-day) effect on the residence hall
environment. More specifically, this historically has in-
cluded at least two levels of staff: one at the house level
(including students and professionals)
,
and the other at
upper administrative levels in Student Affairs. Although
the concentration will be on the organizational and role
shifts of these particular staff, other non-Student Affairs
personnel (e.g., business managers, the President) or exter-
nal forces (e.g., campus growth, the Board of Trustees)
which have had specific impact on the residence hall system
will be dealt with v/hen appropriate.
1961 - 1966: Centralization of Staff
There has been an air of unreality in
76
discussions of the future
of Mafsachuse«s'beciCsro/r"'°"“''^“''
assumption that the future k?U mim?c“he
win^’h^
assume that tomorrow's student
of coUeL atfl a patterns
radical changes, that the phrase 'coIIopp
the sLe meaning
of C’hat J K'^^r ,!J°«hore
has the influent!r wna . . balbraith called 'the tvrannv
st-at-d^?h^°^-^
wisdom' been better demon-'
1^;, thinking about thei-Uture of higher education.
Although the above was a statement made to the Massa-
chusetts Education Study group in 1964,' it carries a message
applicable to both the sixties and seventies; the need for
higher education administrators to respond to the changing
patterns and needs of their student constituencies. By the
sixties lo^ parentis as a modus operandi of the Univer-
sity's administration was passe and the need for well-
administered student services prevailed. Thus, a Dean of
Students was appointed and the administrative office opened
in July, 1961.
The Dean of Students v;as a member of the Academic Deans
Council and on his staff were: the Dean of Men, the Dean of
Women, the Registrar, the Coordinator of Student Activities,
and the respective Directors of Guidance, Placement, and
the liealth Services. These staff members comprised the
100. Martin Lichterman, Executive Secretary, New England
Board of Higher Education. "The New Constituencies of
Higher Education." (Paper prepared for the Subcommittee
on Admission, Guidance and Placement of the Massachuse t t:s
Education Study.) May 14, 1964, p. 1.
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Student Personnel Administrative Council (SPAC) which dealt
with most any aspect of student life outside the classroom.
In relationship to the residence halls, the Dean of Men and
Dean of Women had primary roles, but SPAC often dealt with
general issues/concerns in the residence halls such as:
overcrowding; Fall "opening” details; the relationship of
residence hall regulations to other campus programs/events
(e.g.
,
Agreed that the library would be opened to all
students living in residence halls with the possible excep-
tion of freshmen women during the early weeks of restric-
tion. ' ) ; the "pre-architect" planning for residence hall
structures (and the final furnishing thereof)
; and the
scheduling of dorm facilities for student activities.
The positions (and staff) of the Dean of Men and the
Dean of Women will be described in more detail later as their
roles remained much the same through the mid-sixties). In
general, however, the Deans were ultimately responsible for
the welfare of their respective constituencies - whether
undergraduate or graduate, resident or commuter, independent
or sorority/fraternity. Within the residence hall system,
the Heads of Residence (the full-time resident professionals)
and the dorm counselors (paid undergraduate resident assis-
tants to the Heads of Residence) reported to their respective
Deans
.
101. Minutes. Student Personnel Administrative Council.
University of Massachusetts, Amlierst, Mass., August 22, 1961.
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The basic role all staff levels played throughout this
period was that of maintaining student conduct and control.
Not only did these staff members feel that they were ulti-
mately responsible to the University for administering a
smooth running residence hall operation, but it was also
indicative of this period that they felt the^ knew best what
students needed and were thus more apt to initiate programs
and policies to that end than to base their work primarily
on student input. The residence hall staff organization of
tnis period looked like the following:
Fig. 7. Residence hall organization, 1961 (University
of Massachusetts)
.
The most significant and overwhelming problem the
University had to deal with in the early sixties was planning
for growth. An article found in the Boston Sunday Herald
(1963) described this period: "The University of Massachu-
setts, 100 years old this month and long a neglected step-
child of the Commonwealth, is in the agonizing throes of
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adolescence. In 1962, the total enrollment of the
University (including undergraduate, graduate and Stockbridge
agricuxtural students) was 7,450 with a projected enrollment
in 1975 of about 20,000. In response, the small Student
Affairs staff immediately dealt with this challenge in a
variety of ways, including; (a) the recognition that these
students represented "nev/ constituencies" in the history of
the University which required different and increased coun-
seling services; (b) the recognition of the need for a new
and vast physical plant for their housing; and (c) the
recognition that the development of residential programs
(e.g., residential colleges) would help make the large
University experience a more imtimate one for some students.
In terms of its growing student population, the adminis-
tration not only had to cope with an explosion in sheer
numbers, but "new constituencies" as well. Factors playing
into why the increase in numbers included the World War II
"baby boom" (and the resulting increase in the college-age
population)
,
and the increasing percentage of college age
youth attending college (increasing at a rate of one per cent
10 5
a year between 1940-1960). The numbers alone presentea a
challenge without the further complicating change in the new^
type of student the University was to be admitting:
102. John Chaffee, Jr. "Debates Where to Place Emphasis:
U. of Mass. Looks to the Future." Boston Sunday Herald ,
April 7, 1963, p. 5.
105. Thompson, p. 933.
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Th© students are mostly trom lower
middle-class homes; the majority are
in the first generation of the college-
educated in their families. Many lack
parental support, both in financing and
in motivation. They badly need not only
career guidance, but also help in defin-
ing and evaluating themselves, constant
curricular counseling, and financial
advice . 104
The off-campus housing options in the Amherst vicinity
were minimal in the mid-sixties, and the on-campus occupancy
only numbered approximately 4,000. The University thus felt
it was its ethical responsibility to provide new housing for
its growing student body. Between 1962 and 1964, Project I
(including two residence halls which would house approxi-
mately 600); Project II (including four "high rise" residence
hails which would house approximately 1,200); and a new
dining commons v/ere built on the East side of campus. The
rapidity by which the construction occurred produced a
natural anxiety among some student personnel administrators
as reflected in the minutes of a 1962 SPAC meeting: "It
would be very undesirable for the University to increase the
density of the dormitories. Whatever solution is reached,
it definitely should not be to Increase the density.
Howevei
,
the student body continued to grow and planning had
to begin in the early sixties for a residential area on the
104. Robert J. Bond, State College at Boston. "Extended Col-
lege Guidance." (Paper prepared for the subcommittee on Ad-
mission, Guidance and Placement of the Massachusetts Education
Study.) May 14, 1964, p. 1.
_
.
105.
' Minutes. Student Personnel Administrative Council, Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, Amherst, September 17, 1962.
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west side of campus which would be completed by 1969 and
which would house and feed 5,600 additional students.
With their new buildings and expanding student popula-
tion, residence hall staff became increasingly cognizant of
the effects of the residence hall environment on student
occupants. It was soon realized that the residence halls
should represent more than a place to sleep for a sizable
proportion of students. To this end, the concept of a
residential college was developed, staffed, and housed in
the new Project II dormitories.
Opened in 1964, Orchard Hill Residential College was to
provide a setting which "might develop characteristic
patterns of attitudes and activities - sets of interests and
traditions that would form a basis for meaningful commitment
(by) increasing the frequency and duration of interaction
106between faculty and students." There is not space enough
in this particular study to fully evaluate the early years
of the residential college. Essentially, those features
which were considered most successful included: the ability
for students and faculty to more meaningfully interact in
manageable numbers; the resident status of some faculty in
the same buildings where students lived; and the increased
opportunity for students to receive individual attention.
106. Robert Everett Stanfield. "What Should We Know of Uni-
versity Students and the Univers ity _ Environment
: ^
A Report of
an Exploratory Study at the University of Massachusetts
Univei-iiLy o i'las 5 achusetts, Amherst, November, 1965 F-2
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The basic concept of developing a more manageable environment
for students within a large and increasingly unwieldy insti-
tution was popular enough to extend its features to the
planned Southwest residential area.
1966: Toward Decentralization of Residence Hal l Staff
By 1966, the total enrollment of the University was
15,455, about 10,000 of which was in-residence. The resi-
dence halls were divided into four residential areas: two
of which were called ’’traditional dorms” and housed men and
women, respectively; Orchard Hill (dorms separated male and
female)
; and part of Southwest (dorms separated male and
female) . The day-to-day administration of the residence
halls was facilitated by this clustering. At the head of
each residential area was an assistant to the Dean of Men
and/or the Dean of Women. Although these assistants were
responsible for the decentralized area operation, policy
determination was still very much centralized in the respec-
tive Deans' Offices.
The com.prehensive responsibilities of the Dean of Men
and Dean of Women were capsulized in the following descrip-
tions from a 1966 student handbook:
Ihe Dean of Men and his staff have a campus
-
wide concern for men’s affairs. They also
provide counseling for individual students
so that they can better meet the responsi-
bilities of University life. They are
especially responsible for developing good
living conditions, sound programs for social
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living, and encouraging responsible
government within the University's
men's residence halls. These services
are seen as facilitating the student's
academic progress and development on
the campus.
The Dean of Women advises, and serves
as liaison on administrative matters,
women students' government, dormitories,
sororities and women's organizations.
The Dean of Women's Office assigns or
approves women's housing and board plans
and maintains an up to date directory of
campus and parents' addresses of ail
^ women undergraduate students.
In terms of residential responsibilities, the following
chart depicts the organizational structure of the Dean of
Women's Office (the Dean of Men's Office organizationally
parallels this model).
Fig. 8. Organizational structure of Dean of Women's
Office (University of Massachusetts).
107. "Student Personnel Services." (Handbook distributed by
Dean of Students Office.) University of Massachusetts, Am-
herst, September 27, 1966, p. 1.
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Although still operating from a centralized model, the
Assistant Deans in the residential areas symbolized the first
phase of administrative decentralization. In addition, it is
important to note that it was 1966 when the rules and regula-
tions governing house operations were dropped as the direct
administrative responsibilities of the Deans of Men and
Women and were handed over to the house governments for
local monitoring. As a result, the role of Heads of Resi-
dence and dorm counselors began to evolve from that of
"policing" to a role of a more advising and facilitating
nature
.
The move toward local house autonomy and decentraliza-
tion of staff was most probably caused by the inability of
the central administration to deal with the enormous numbers
of students rather than a conscious change in operating
phil osophy. In any case, decentralization brought with it
increased responsibilities among the lower ranks and in 1966,
the first Head of Residence and counselor training and evalu-
ation occurred.
To further complicate the roles of residence hall staff,
it was 1966 when a variety of social issues began to emerge
on college campuses, including: the more visable use of
drugs; the growth of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)
and the subsequent issue of whether campuses should release
student records to the government and the rights of free
speech and freedom to assemble. With the bombardment of
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these issues coupled with the uncertainties of decentraliza-
tion, it was no wonder that the President (who could remem-
ber the days of fewer students and fewer complex problems)
was perplexed as to what was happening and who was doing
what out in the residence halls. A typical memorandum from
him to the Dean of Students would read:
I would like to ask who is in charge*^
Does anything go? Is there no one who
can admonish students who indulge in
^ these actions which are in obvious bad
taste and which are imposed on others?^^^
1967: Decentralization
^hile worried about the internal problems caused by
growth, the President took an external posture of reassuring
the Commonwealth that all was well in the Un.iversity:
The fear has been expressed in some quarters
that the University is growing so large that
it is becoming impersonal and ’no one cares
about the individual any more. ’ This fear
is groundless. The University is concerned.
It is concerned with the individual student
and the individual taxpayer. It holds it-
self responsive to their desires and needs
in every area of administration and opera-
tion .109
However, all was not well in the University and its residence
hall sector. The new twenty-two story towers in Southwest
presented unique problems to residence hall personnel who
108. President John W. Lederle. Memorandum to Provost Tippo,
Dean Field and Mark Noffsinger, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, April 7, 1967.
109. Public Affairs Office. News Release. University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, March 5, 1967, p. i.
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were faced with high-density living conditions. The new
buildings across campus and the doubling of the resident
population presented complex fiscal considerations which
could not be handled by the small number of available student
personnel staff. Student unrest (centering on the government
and the Vietnam war) continued to spiral, v/hile parents in
1967 were still refusing to allow their draft-age sons and
daughters to participate in an "open house" arrangement in
the University's residence halls.
Student Affairs staff, however, were determined to not
be overwhelmed and, under the leadership of the Dean of
Students, launched a series of new organizational structures
and services which would help face these problems head on.
They included the establishment of:
1. an Associate Dean of Students (for the residence
hall system)
;
2. full-time professional Area Coordinators of the
residential areas;
3. a full-time residence staff trainer; and
4. a consolidated residence hall budget (called the
Residence Hall Trust Fund) and a Housing Office
for the administering thereof.
The need for decentralization, and a staff position which
would advocate for and directly administer the residence hall
system in particular led the Dean of Students to establish
the position of Associate Dean of Students. To the Associ-
ate Dean would report the Area Coordinators of the three
lesidciitial areas and the Mousing Office:
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Fig 9. Residence hall organization, 1967 (University of
Massachusetts).
With the new organization, the Dean of Women and Dean of
Men, although in line on the organizational charts with the
Housing Office and Area Coordinators, no longer had direct
responsibilities for residential affairs. In their assis-
tants stead came the Area Coordinators who were full-time pro-
fessionals and whose offices were placed physically in the
residential areas. According to the Dean of Students, the
primary purpose of this new organization was:
To augment the residence hall staff and to develop
direct communication with students in the campus
residence areas. This system helps avoid the de-
personalization effect that some students experi-
ence on large campuses. Through the area coordi-
nator in each complex, students have a centralized
source of administrative contact that eliminates
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Besides serving as an administrative liaison with the Univer-
sity staff, the Area Coordinators directly supervised the
Heads of Residence and dorm counselors of their respective
complexes, and served as an adviser for house officers and
committees as well as provided group and individual counsel-
ing.
Although some semblance of staff training emerged in
1966 (primarily through the Dean of Women's Office), by 1967,
a full time staff training position was established. The
new and increasing problems facing the decentralized staff
made training an imperative for the Area Coordinators, Heads
of Residence and dorm counselors who were considered to be
"on the firing line." An example of the training was found
in the form of a "Summer Reading List" for staff - comprised
of no less than twenty-eight books for mandatory reading on
topics such as race awareness, educational awareness, and
sel f -awareness . ^ The use of the "T-group" was also a popu-
lar form of training by allowing staff "to get in touch with
what and how they were feeling." Although not yet "program-
mers" in the fullest sense, the residence hall staff were
more than ever shifting toward roles which were facilitating
110. Public Affairs Office. News Release. University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, September 12, 1967, p. 1.
111. Alice Sargeant. "Summer Reading List." Associate
Dean of Students Office, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
May 10, 1968, p. 1.
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in nature.
On the fiscal and physical side of the residence hall
system was the Housing Office, Previous to 1967, this office
was essentially a clerical - or ’’room assigning" - opeiation.
However, with the need to administer the millions of dollars
in rent revenue, (e.g., the Residence Hall Trust Fund) it
was essential that a strong management operation be formed.
Among its numerous functions were: student damage billing;
room contracts; the renovation of older buildings and the
refurbishing/refurnishing of newer structures; rent refunds;
purchasing; inventory control; conference housing; residence
hall mail; and of course, room assignments (by hand no less!).
Among the staff of the Housing Office were two Assistant
Directors - one for the East side and one for the West side
of campus. These staff worked directly with the Area Coor-
dinators in the day-to-day administration of the residence
halls
.
In general, decentralization was considered the best
move toward making the residence hall system, more manageable.
It was not, however, without its critics. In a memo to the
Dean of Students, the Dean of Men complained of the Area Co-
ordinators, "that the junior administrators of the Residence
Hall Program think they can - without prior consultation -
involve me in an action of v/hich I do NOT approve is simply
impossible.” However, his, and other critics’ problems
112. Robert S. Hopkins, Jr. Memo to William F. Field, Dean
of Students. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, April 28,
1967, p. 1.
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were just beginning as planning began in ’67 for yet another
residential area - this one to house an additional 1200
students and to open the Fall of 1970!
1968-1969: Residence Hall Staff ’’On Trial"
A year of decentralization under their belts, the resi-
dence hall staff were plagued for the next couple of years
by a multitude of problems including: increased student
damage, a rent hike demonstration, the need for better dorm
security, too few staff positions and too little compensation
for existing staff, and an upheaval in the organization of
the University. In terms of how these problems affected
staffing patterns the following changes were to occur:
1. the establishment of a student security guard
program in the residence halls;
2. the establishment of the position of Resident
Director and the creation of student-run dorms
as alternatives to Heads of Residence;
3. the reorganizing of the three residential areas
into four and the creation of Assistant Area
Coordinators ;
4. the moving of the Housing Office functions to the
Treasurer’s Office, and
5. the creation of the position Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs.
Several factors fed the problem of student damage and
security, including: overcrowding; the dichotomy felt by
staff in their roles as both counselor and disciplinarian;
and the increase of non-student visitors and trespassers on
Heads of Residence were being criticized in theircampus
.
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failure to report all crimes and essentially augment the
formal police force. In a memorandum to the Dean of Students,
the President complains: ”In the last analysis, the enforce-
ment of law depends upon in-group control exercised by both
students and the residence hall personnel. If residence
hall personnel cannot do this, then I do not want to pay
them.”^^^
To begin coping with this problem, student security
guards were hired to help augment the dorm security force
which up to that time included but six full-time reception-
ists for the nearly fifty residence halls. These students
were accountable directly to the campus police department,
but their presence on the job and their daily logs were
monitored by the Heads of Residence. Although their nightly
coverage was minimal (e.g., an inadequate 3 hours), these
students nevertheless helped the house staffs considerably
in their security-related duties - including the nasty task
of reporting freshwomen who were in violation of curfew!
Money was extremely tight. In its excitement to pro-
vide the "biggest and best" University to its citizenry, the
Commonwealth failed to see the point that a growing student
body (and physical plant) would require matching state funds
for staffing. Student Affairs was therefore forced into
considering alternatives to the largest and most expensive
113. President John W. bederle. Memorandum to Dean William
F. Field. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, April 1,
1968
,
p. 1
.
(
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staff group - the full-time Heads of Residence. As attrition
took place or as new dorms \v'ere constructed, the Head of
Residence was replaced by a graduate assistant (a part-time
staff member) who was ritled Resident Director. Paid half
the salary of Heads of Residence (or $2,500)
,
the Resident
Director was still expected to fulfill the job responsibili-
ties of his or her full -time ’counterpart
. It would be five
years before this exploited position would be erased from
the University's personnel files.
Open-house (or 24 -hour visitation) became a reality in
1969 after reams of petitions from students and letters from
parents (each protesting the issue from essentially different
sides) finally forced the Board of Trustees to respond. The
subsequent move tovrard dorm autonomy (i.e., self -monitoring)
led to yet another phenomenon - the student-run house. In
1969, the small male house of Chadbourne (in the Central
Area) became the first student-run dorm with a staff com-
posed of: a house president (paid $1300); a graduate advisor
($750) and nine house co\inciI members ($50 each). This
experiment would lead to several more dorms going student-
run the following year - at the same cost to the Universit)'
as a Resident Director per dorm (e.g., $2500).
The three residential areas of 1967 were divided into
four administrative units by the separation of Orchard Hill
from Northeast. The reasoning behind the separation was
essentially that Orchard Hili as a residential college
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required a different focus than that of a residential area
without the academic emphasis. As this reorganization
occurred, the new position of Assistant Area Coordinator was
created in order that the Area Coordinators would be helped
in their constant struggles to create an Area identity and to
provide more close attention to the students' needs
. Their
inclusion into the staff ranks aided the development of new
programs such as bringing Provost monies into non- res ident ial
college areas, and providing academic credit for counselor
training.
In reaction to the fiscal crisis, it was determined
that, in order to provide an efficient management of the
funds generated by the operation of the residence halls,
the Treasurer's Office would take over the financial and
business matters of the Housing Office and the latter would
revert to a clerical room-assigning operation. The effective
daily liaison functions of the Assistant Directors of Housing
for the East and West sides of campus were replaced by the
less-effective positions of Financial Manager and Business
Coordinator-Expediter in the Treasurer's Office. The objec-
tive of this reorganization was rationalized as providing
"the highest attainable living and educational experience
114
for those students housed in University residence halls."
However, the new staff were removed from the day-to-day area
114. Treasurer's Office,
v e r s i t of Massachusetts,
"Residence Halls Management." Uni-
Amhcrst, September 17, 1968, p. 1.
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operations, thus resulting in misunderstandings and subse-
quent animosity between residence hall staff members who
felt they were in tune with the needs and the business staff
who ultimately controlled the funds.
Fig. 10. Residence hall organization, 1968 (University
of Massachusetts).
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At the end of the academic year, 1969-70, the President
resigned and a whole new administrative structure was intro-
duced to the Amherst campus. Kith the creation of a Presi-
dent and ' system's office" in foston \\^hich was to oversee the
three campuses of the University of Massachusetts (e.g.,
Amherst, Worcester and Boston)
,
the Amherst campus had to
rethink its organization. ‘Thus were created the positions of
Chancellor, Vice Chancellor foi' Academic Affairs and Provost,
and most significant to the residence hall system, the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs. This Vice Chancellor was to
act as the chief administrative officer and advocate for the
entire division of Student Affairs.
1970: Student Unrest
1970 represented a year of student unrest across the
country. The Amherst campus reflected the turmoil being
experienced elsewhere through the student strikes in the
Spring and the intensified need of the students to gain more
control over their environment. Unique to the Amherst cam.pus
were: the Black student takeover of a residence hall (which
resulted in the creation of the Afro-American House - later
to become the New Africa House in the Central Area) and the
proposal by Greenough House (Central Area) to the Board of
Trustees to create the first coed dorm on campus.
Area and house governments were gaining strength;
demands were being made by the students to take a luoie active
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part in personnel matters (e,g., the selection and termination
of residence hall staff); and several more student-run dorms
came into being. The Board of Trustees were plagued by stu-
dent proposals and demands and the new Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs was becoming increasingly frustrated by his
having to take all these issues to the Board when it would
have been more optimal and efficient for him to make local
campus decisions.
Given the need of students to have more control over
their environment, the residence hall staff took a new look
at the undergraduate dorm counselors. It was a sound assump-
tion that chese student staff could be a most influential
factor in promoting a healthy environment for their peers,
but the majority required more specific training for their
new 'charge.” In response, a full semester course was de-
signed to provide pre-service training for prospective coun-
selors. Affectionately called "Psych 388,” the course
centered on "Residential Living: Interpersonal, Small Group,
and Community Dynamics”:
This course is being organized ... for those
students interested in being residence hall
counselors because it is assumed that these
individuals have some desire to put their
concern into action, and can be more effec-
tive community facilitators if they are helped
to understand and articulate their concerns
and to acquire the necessary knowledge and
skills that will help them formulate and
help others to formulate questions, and
provide or search out appropriate resources
.
115. Dee Appley and Don Carew. "Course Outline; Educalion
588/Psychology 388.” University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Spring, 1970, p. 1.
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In addition, it was determined that a workable ratio of
counselors to students be established across campus. One
counselor for thirty students became the formula, not only
because this represented a workable number but also because
a corridor averaged thirty students and it was felt that
there should be at least one counselor per corridor.
And finally, given the increase of full-time profes-
sional staff at the Area level, the span of control for the
Associate Dean of Students was becoming increasingly unman-
ageable. In response, two nev/ middle management positions
were created: Assistant Dean of Students for the East side
of campus and the same for the West.
VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
I
dEan of 'students
I
"ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENT^
AREA COORDINATORS
j
AREA COORDINATORS]
}
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Fig. 11, Residence hall organization, 1970-1979
(University of Massachusetts)
.
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The purpose of these positions was
a more immediate response to their
a year, however, the effectiveness
be questioned.
to provide the Area staffs
day-to-day needs. Within
of these positions would
1971: Residence Halls as C enters of Living and Learning
Two of the most significant contributions made to the
residence hall system by the new Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs' included: the promotion of the residence halls as
living and learning centers: and the establishment of a
Student Affairs operational autonomy policy which v/as
approved by the Board of Trustees.
In the Spring of 1971, tlie Vice Chancellor proposed to
the Board that the University take a fresh look at student
housing and its purpose:
...Student Affairs sees its primary goal as an
educational, developmental one in v;hich our
central focus is on helping to create an environ-
ment that will facilitate and enhance the oppor-
tunities of students, faculty and staff to make
use of the possibilities offered by the Univer-
sity (academic, interpersonal, personal) to
become functional members of the University
community, as well as participants in and
contributors to the larger society.... The
time is at hand when the University must recog-
nize out of necessity that student housing
designed and administered for formal and in-
formal purposes is not simply a philosophical
ideal that 'would be nice if we could afford
it'. It is a requirement produced by changing
times and conditions .
116. Randolph W. Bromery. "Residence Halls as
Ing Centers." (Paper presented to the Board of
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, March 24,
Living- Learn-
Trustees
.
)
1971, pp. 1-2
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The puroose of this proposal was twofold; to formalire g new
operational philosophy throughout the residence hall system,
and to set the foundation for the Vice Chancellor to make
local policy decisions concerning residence halls without
the direct intervention of the Board. The Trustee acceptance
of both was .most likely a relief to both the Vice Chancellor
and the Board - the former finally being freed to make direct
decisions, and the latter finally freed from the reams of
Student 'proposals and lists of demands.
l\Tiile the philosophical operation of the residence halls
was being adopted by its staff, the structural organization
was causing problems. Separated from the Vice Chancellor
oy no less than three layers of middle-management (e.g.,
Dean of Students
,
Associate Dean of Students, and Assistant
Dean of Students)
,
the Area Coordinators were frustrated by
the lack of upper-level attention to their daily operations/
problems :
With so m.any links in the chain of command,
It is unclear who is responsible for making
the decisions which must be enacted on the
Area level. The all - too - anxious lack of
authority on this level often results in its
being bypassed by students anxious for answers
and administrators anxious for implementation.
The question of area autonomy and upper-level
backing are of great concern.
By the Fall of ’71, the Associate Dean of Students was given
117. Area Coordinators. Untitled statement made
Chancellor's Student Affairs Task Force. Univers
Massachusetts, Amherst, March 29, 1971, p. 1.
to the Vice
ty of
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new duties which did not include the residence halls; the
Assistant Dean of Students for the West side of campus was
reassigned to the directorship of the newly opened Sylvan
Residential Area; and the Assistant Dean for the East side
was placed in a staff (verses line) function to the Dean of
Students. As a result of these moves, the Area Coordinators
were retitled Area Directors and were readjusted in the
organization so that they would report directly to the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs. The new organization, how-
ever, did not have time to settle before the Chancellor
resigned in October; the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
was appointed (and later selected) Chancellor; and a nev/
appointment (and later selection) was made for the position
of Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs.
The above shifts in middle and upper management would
have along been quite an adjustment exercise for the resi-
dence hall staff without the additional complications caused
by the creation of a Vice Chancellor for Administrative
Services. This new division inherited among its numerous
functions the management component of the residence hall
system, which was formerly administered by the Treasurer's
Office. Sensitive to the needs of the Area Directors to
receive more direct management services, the new Vice Chan-
cellor created three Business Manager positions which were
physically placed out in the residential areas. Although
accountable to the Area Directors on a day-to-day basis, the
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Area Business Managers were in line function to the Vice
Chancellor for Administrative Services. Among their respon-
sibilities were such duties as: the administering of the
Trust Fund budget (rent revenues); inventory; key control;
overseeing dormitory renovations; and refurnishing and re-
furbishing. As a result of having these services in close
proximity to the Student^ Affairs staffs in the Areas, strides
were made in providing a better physical setting for the
living and learning residence halls. Classrooms, snack bars,
darkrooms, and a variety of fine arts centers were among the
new facilities made possible to the individual houses. For
the most part, the concept of an Area Business Manager worked
well, with the exception of occasions where the separate
reporting lines got in the way of facilitating communication
between those who reported to Student Affairs and those who
reported to .Administrative Services. One administrator des-
cribed the relationship of these two staff groups as lending
itself to the 'flu effect,' whereby all major or minor
impasses must go to the two Vice Chancellors It also
diC not hCip communication that the three Business Managers
v/ere spread over five different (and autonomously adminis-
tered) residential areas.
IIS. Daniel Fitzpatrick
Subject: "Proposal for
bility." University of
1971, o . 1
.
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Amherst, January 22,
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Fig. 12. Residence hall organization, 1971-1972
(University of Massachusetts).
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Considered since the mid-sixties as innovative and valu-
able contributions to residential life, the two Residential
Colleges (Southwest and Orchard Hill) gained momentum in this
era of commitment to the notion of living and learning resi-
dence halls. Each college had its own catalogue of course
offerings; administered the highly successful "Colloquia
Program (one credit courses taught primarily by students);
and sponsored special culturally enriching programs for its
residents. For both Southwest and Orchard Hill, the academic
program was cocrdinated by a faculty Master who was assisted
by area academic coordinators. However, in Southwest, the
Master also acted as the Area Director in that he directed
the daily operation of the Area, assisted in this task by
several Assistant Area Directors. This compared to the
Orchard Hill administrative model which had not only a
faculty Master but an Area Director as well. This latter
model ivas not always a smooth running operation. Similar to
the parallel
,
but nevertheless dual, reporting lines of the
area Business Managers and Area Directors, the faculty Master
and Area Director would not always see eye-to-eye on how the
Area should be run.
By 1971, the security problems in the residence halls
were becoming unmanageable, and the Security Department was
finding it increasingly difficult to monitor all houses and
residential areas on a minimal staff. In response, a
resicieiice jiall security program was instituted by Student
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Affairs
.-hereby funds to provide coverage of each building
for at least seven hours (e.g., 12 P.K. - 7 A.M.) each night
of the week. The security guards. who were students selected
from within the dorm, were directly accountable to the Head
of Residence. To the administrative duties of the Heads of
Residence were therefore added the monitoring of the nightly
security logs and the coordination of the weekly payroll.
19/2-19 73: Educational Programming
During the years 1972 and 1973, shifts in staffing
patterns again occurred. The new Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs found it impossible to adequately deal with the
direct daily contact with the Area Directors and reinstated
the middle management position of Assistant Dean of
Students. With the selection of a new faculty Master,
Orchard Hill Residential College took the opportunity to
switch to the Southwest model of Master/Director with dual
accountability embodied in this single staff position. In
the business sector, a middle management position was
created (i.e., the Residence Hall Operations Manager) in
order to provide more adequate monitoring of the Area
Business Managers' Operations. And finally, with the shift
of the Head of Residence and Resident Director payroll from
the increasingly unsteady State Funds to the more reliable
Trust Funds, two staffing maturations were made possible:
(1 ) th/' elimination of the part-time Resident Director
T
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positions which were replaced by full-time Head of Residence
positions in all dorms (with the exception of the remaining
four student-run dormitories); and (2) the creation of the
Senior Head of Residence, a promotional position for Heads
of Residence.
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In 1972, Student Affairs instituted a ’’program budget-
ing” mode of fiscal allocation. In line with the commitment
to provide a living and learning environment in the resi-
dence halls,, these funds helped create a most significant
shift in residence staff roles from that of primarily
administrator to that of educational programmer. It was also
during this period that Affirmative Action as a law and a
challenge to act and educate emerged as a most influential
factor in staff development. As a result of the above, and
in response to the need for more viable staff training/
development, the following changes were to occur:
1. the creation of a pool of specialized graduate
assistants at the Area level for staff training
and general programming;
2. the utilization of the Senior Heads of Residence
as specialized Area programmers;
3 . the decentralization to the residential areas of
dorm counselor training, combined with an increase
in campus agency training out in the residential
areas
; and
4. the establishment of a variety of special interest
centers in Areas, (e.g.. Third World Centers,
Women’s Centers, etc,).
With the emphasis on programming coupled with the influx
of funds, a typical residential area would have a ’’central
staff” composed of an Area Director, Assistant Area Director
and Area Business Manager to v/hich was added specialized
graduate students and Senior Heads of Residence. The gradu-
ate students would usually have a twofold responsibility of:
0) overseeing and facilitating the operations of the Area
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special-interest centers; and (2) providing staff development
or training workshops and programs in such areas as racism
and sexism. In addition to their house duties, the Senior
Heads of Residence would have an area-wide responsibility
such as coordinating professional and student staff training,
or coordinating the Area's academic program. (By this time,’
the Associate Provost's o'ffice was administering some
academic funds to Areas which were not residential colleges.
This opened the doors for professional and student staff to
teacli with credit-offering ability.)
The centralized dorm counselor training was now decen-
tralized to the respective Areas as the fiscal and staff
resources were now available to take on such a responsibi-
lit). Although each Area had its own program and commensu-
rate expectations, a couple of the Areas chose to have their
counselors take on ’’specializations." Therefore, in addition
to the administrative duties on the corridor, the counselor
was expected to act as a programmer and resource person to
the entire dormitory. Some of these specializations included
Rac i sin- awai enes s j Sexism-awareness; Peer Sex Education; Drug
and Alcohol Education; fVcademic Advising; and Health Aide.
Where the training expertise was not available in the Area,
it \v’as sought irom a variety of campus agencies. The below
list reflects the particular specialties and the campus
agencies which provided outreach (e.g., decentralized train-
ing for each:
1U8
Dorm Counselor Specialty
Peer Sex Education
Health Aides
Drug and Alcohol
Education
Academic Advising
Racism Awareness
Sexism Awareness
Outreach Training Agenc/
Health Education
Component of the
University Health
Services
Same as Above
"Room to Move” Drop-In
Center (of the University
Health Services)
College of Arts and Sciences
Information and Advising
Division
Area graduate students and/
or Office of Community
Development ^ Human Rela-
tions
Area graduate students and/or
Everywoman’s Center
University's Counseling
for general training in
responding skills and
that by 1973, two-thirds of
in an alternate room arrange-
(In addition, members of the
Center staff were available
such areas as listening and
referral skills.)
It should finally be noted
the residence halls were coed -
ment
. This living mode brought with it additional program-
matic responsibilities to the residence hall staffs as they
began coping with such specific issues as coed bathrooms and
such general issues as sex role stereotyping. These program-
matic responsibilities were further challenged by the estab-
lishment of Third World corridors and Gay Liberation corri-
dors in several of the dorms - each living arrangement bring-
ing with it commensurate issues.
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974-1976 : Conso lidation of Services and Fimrtinnc
In December, 1974, the Vice Chancellor for Administra-
tive Services resigned and it was determined that the posi-
tion would no longer exist. The variety of functions and
services provided by this division therefore needed to be
parcelled out, including the business component of the
residence hall system. Reorganization meetings were held
throughout the Spring of 1974, resulting in the development
of a combined Student Affairs and business management opera-
tion - the Office of Residential Life.
At the head of the Office of Residential Life (ORL) was
a Director who reported directly to the Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs. On his staff were three Assistant Direc-
tors who had centralized coordinating responsibilities for
the functions of: Human Services, Administrative Services,
and Maintenance and Operations. (Although such divisions as
the University Food Services, Greek Affairs, Conference
Housing, Married Student Housing, and the University Child
Care System were included under the umbrella of ORL, the
emphasis on the effects of this operation for purposes of
this case study will be on the residence hall system.)
The Human Services division of ORL was established to
oversee the programmatic and personnel functions of the
residence hall system including such specifics as the coor-
dination of: Pre-service counselor training; Head of
no
Residence training, staff development in general; Affirmative
Action; personnel selection and evaluation; educational pro-
gramming; and general linking functions with other campus
agencies
.
The Administrative Services and Maintenance and Opera-
tions divisions of ORL represented those business functions
which were drawn into the predominantly Student Affairs
residence hall operation. The former division was respon-
sible for fiscal functions such as: budgeting, accounting,
bookkeeping, room assignments, and personnel payroll and
record keeping while the latter was responsible for physical
functions such as: damage billing, inventory, purchasing,
control, renovations, and refurbishing of the residence
halls
.
Area Business Managers no longer existed in the system.
These people were instead incorporated into the centralized
ORL operation or became members of the Area Director/Assis-
tant Director staff. The centralized marriage of business
and human services functions were also combined in the Area
Directors’ job descriptions. The Heads of Residence, in
turn, found themselves picking up more management responsi-
bilities at a house level. In terms of a comprehensive
service to the residence hall system under a single umbrella
model, the only major missing service component of Residen-
tial Life was direct control over the residence hall main-
tenance functions (i.e.g, janitorial and skilled tradespeople!
Ill
which were still under the auspices of Physical Plant (which
reported to the Chancellor).
Fig, 14, Residence hall organization, 1974-76
(University of Massachusetts).
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With the depleting 1974-75 fiscal year state allocati
to the University, it became increasingly clear that a
crisis was at hand and that the University would have
to rapidly^take measures to cope with this retrenchment. An
immediate act was to indefinitely '’freeze" all personnal
actions, effective December, 1974. As any position was left
vacant, it was not to be filled unless considered a "critical
need. But ’critical needs" - or "freeze waivers" - were
impossible to secure for any position in the residence hall
system other than that of Head of Residence. Therefore, as
a result of the attrition of personnel at the Area level,
the residential areas had to be consolidated into three
administrative units: (1) Southwest; (2) Central and Orchard
Hill; and (5) Sylvan and Northeast. This left two Master/
Directors and one Area Director at the heads of the Areas and
aJJ^ staff, regardless of level, took on increased responsi-
bilities in order to maintain the level of services rendered
the year before.
Not as a result of, but not hindered by the depletion
of personnel time and resources, was the new form counselor
pre-service training took these two years. Instead of the
residential areas each administering their own training, the
program was instead centralized and was coordinated by a
collaborative committee composed of representatives from ORL,
the residential areas, and a variety of campus agencies. By
the Hall of 1975
,
the title of "dorm counselor" was ciianged
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to 'Resident Assistant" (R.A.) to more adequately describe
the variety of services these student staff provided in the
residence halls. The content of the pre-service training
covered such areas as: listening and responding skills,
crisis intervention, referral skills, and community develop-
ment skills. General and specialized in-service training
was coordinated by the areas or by the appropriate campus
agencies
.
Although any organizational or role shift experienced
by the residence hall system (whether major or minor) took
time for staff to adjust, it was generally felt that the
consolidation of the business and student personnel (or human
services) functions at all levels of the residence hall sys-
tem was a solid and well-running organizational mode of pro-
viding resources and services.
1976: Separation of Services and Functions
By the Fall of 1975, it became clear to those respon-
sible for running the University that the fiscal crisis was
not over but rather these years represented only the begin-
nings of dealing with long-term retrenchment throughout the
system. In his 1975 report to the Trustees, the President
wrote:
The environment is harsh. The University
faces the inescapable reality of a declining
economy and limited resources at a time when
a growing constellation of outside forces is
straight - fcr'A'’ardly unsympathetic to the pur-
poses of an independent public university or
1J4
at best skeptical of the effectiveness with
which we carry out these purposes. This
skepticism is in sharp contrast to the sup-portive atmosphere in which the University'sgreat decade of growth occurred in the 1960 's.Separately and together these forces find
their expression in media and public policy.They have led to stronger constraints on the
resources available to us and on our flexi-
b'lLity in managing the resources at our dis-
posal than could be expected from the economic
realities alone.
The State allocation to the University dropped by at
least tv/enty percent that year which resulted in the reten-
tion of the personnel "freeze" policy and, in some cases,
staff lay-offs. Therefore, that fall, the President's
Office announced the appointment of a new Vice President for
Administration and Finance to be physically situated in the
Boston office but whose responsibility would be overseeing
the fiscal operations of all three campuses. In an attempt
to buffer this central control model and thus retain some
local fiscal autonomy, the Chancellor of the Amherst campus
soon after announced his intentions to create the local posi-
tion of Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services. But
this announcement was made in the Fall, and since it was
followed by a series of organized faculty and administrative
protests of the move, it w^as unclear throughout most of the
remainder of the academic year whether in fact this position
was to become reality.
It should be noted that among the assumed responsibilities
119. Robert Vv'ood. Tlie I ndependent University in Time of
Testing: Report of t he President . University of Massachu-
s e 1 1 s7 "Amh e r s t , 197 5 , p. 1.
of a new Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services (as
defined by the President's Office) would be some portions of
the revenue-producing enterprises on campus which included
the Campus Center/Student Union complex, the University Food
Services and the residence hall system - all of which were
under the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. In prepara-
tion for the potential new^ position, the Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs v/rote a position paper (of sorts) to the
Chancellor in the Fall which recommended which of the above
revenue-producing enterprises should - or should not - be
placed under the new Vice Chancellor, His recommendations
were: that the Campus Center/Student Union complex should go
over to the New Vice Chancellor; that the University Food
Services probably should; and that the residence hall system
should definitely not go over as that would mean a splitting
up of the consolidated services rendered throughout that
system. Relieved by the stance taken to not split the
system, the residence hall staff continued operating with th
assumption that the system would remain intact.
In mid-April of 1976, the Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs called together a Program Council composed of
appointed representatives from all the divisions of Student
Affairs. His charge to the group was as follows:
As this very difficult year has evolved, it has
become apparent that it would be very helpful
to me to have a more permanent planning and
advisory group with v/hich I could meet on a
116
regular basis. As resources continue totighten, as the anxiety level of the campusincreases, and as both students and staffgrow more uncertain about their respective
rutures, it seems to me imperative thatthose of us who have visions for the futurejoin our planning efforts. Collectively
our vision should become clearer and ourplanning more fruitful. 120
At its first meeting on April 22, the members of the Program
Council discussed the charge in general with the Vice Chan-
cellor - v/ithout specificity as to any tasks or projects. A
week later (April 29), however, it became clearer what the
immediate purpose of this group would be. It was at this
meeting that the Vice Chancellor announced the upcoming
appointment of the new Vice Chancellor for Administrative
Services and how Student Affairs staff, and particularly the
Program Council
,
would be needed to develop w^ays in which
these two divisions (i.e.. Student Affairs and Administra-
tive Services) would operationally interrelate.
On Monday, May 3, 1976, the Vice Chancellor laid out to
the Program Council a comprehensive reorganization of Student
Affairs. The reasons he gave for this reorganization were
twofold: (1) that the thrust of Student Affairs services
should be one of community development therefore services
should assume a community development organizational model to
accomplish that goal; and (2) that with the planned
120. Robert W. Gage, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs.
Letter to the members of the Student Affairs Program Coun-
cil. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, April 15, 1976,
p. I
.
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appointment of a Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services,
Student Affairs would be losing some of the responsibilities
it assumes presently. In a letter to the University commu-
nity, the Vice Chancellor reflected:
Higher education is changing as it adjusts to
a stronger social charge for better management.
As resources diminish, a higher level of account-
ability for resource use is a nearly universal
expectation for all institutions. As a result of
decreasing resources and the reluctanct to re-
structure the use of existing resources, it is
,
inevitable that new educational programs have
increasing difficulty in gaining recognition or
support. I believe that this is a stagnant
process that does not respond to the changing
needs of the campus population. Therefore, we
must begin to change it and begin to reassess
and redefine the needs of the campus community . ^ 21
For the residence hall system, this reorganization meant
the clean separation of the human services (or programmatic)
functions from the management-maintenance functions. No one
was pleased with this move - including the Vice Chancellor:
"Although I do not support this change, I accept it as inevi-
122
table and urge planning for a smooth transition."
By the summer of 1976, planning was underway to make
the separation and assure that services v/ere maintained - if
not made better - under the new organization. The reorgani-
zation included two im.portant aspects: (1) the student per-
sonnel (or human services) functions (and appropriate
121. Robert W. Gage, Vice Chancellor
"An Open Letter to the Campus Communi
Daily Collegian. Volume CV, Issue 70
enus^tts, Amherst , May 12, 1976, p. 2
122. Ibid.
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personnel) would be housed in the new Student Affairs "Com-
munity Development Center" and would be joined by several
other components of Student Affairs (e.g., research, coun-
seling, lialson/networking, commuters, and child care); and
(2) the business functions Cand appropriate personnel) would,
at the appointment of a Vice Chancellor for Administrative
Services, be moved over to' operate under saidfand would, in
the meantime, operate within Student Affairs as a function
separate from the programmatic component of the residence
hall system)
.
Two historical conclusions which can be made at this
time concerning this reorganization are: that the roles will
be clearly delineated among staff as was the case before the
development of the Office of Residential Life in 1974; and
that optimal collaboration and cooperation will have to occur
between the two groups in order to retain the best level of
services to the residence hall system. A very general
rendition of this new organizational model would look like
the following:
Fig. 15. Residence hall organization, May, 1976
(University of Massachusetts).
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Summary
In tne early sixties, those responsible for the resi-
dence hall system were small in number and performed a wide
variety of services and functions for their resident con-
stituencies. As the Univrersity tripled in size in the mid
to latter sixties, the numbers of staff increased propor-
ionately, the services became more decentralized, and the
roles became primarily based on student need. With the in-
flux of program monies in the early seventies (combined with
the emphasis placed on dealing with social /community issues),
the lesidence hall staff took on predominantly programmatic
roles - rcles which were maintained even as fiscal retrench-
ment became a reality in the mid-seventies. The two-year
period, 1974-1976, showed how the combined services of
student personnel and business could work harmoniously under
a single umbrella unit - even though through attrition and
the personnel "freeze” the numbers of staff were quickly
dwindling. And finally, the reorganizational plan of 1976
and the splitting of functions symbolized yet another era of
shifting orgvanizational patterns and roles for the residence
hall staff - the historical effects of which are yet to be
determined
.
(The organizational charts presented in this chapter
are summarized in the Appendix.)
CHAPTER IV
PLANNING FOR CHANGE: THE FUTURE OF RESIDENCE
HALL DEVELOPMENT
The future of residence hall development is dependent
on what directions will be set in the next few years among
resiaence hall staff and their respective institutions,
ihese directions, in turn,'* will be affected by such factors
as the general economy, the national birthrate and growing
technology. Reinforcements have become more frequent for
staff to become increasingly proactive about the future.
They are being repeatedly reminded by the current literature
of the field, colleagues and student consumers that they not
only can but must play the role of futurists in order to
properly shape the future of higher education. For if they
fail to act, it is inevitable that the future will plan for
them.
This particular chapter will be organized around a
specific method of prediction developed by Professor Clement
S. Mihanovich of St. Louis University. This method, called
"Twelve Ways to Predict Social Trends", will be adapted
specifically to a study of the future of residence hall
development. Through the utilization of this method, some
specific directions will be suggested for residence hall
systems, including such aspects as: what populations they
v;ill serve, what role(s'J will be played, and what types of
120
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philosophical and organizational frameworks will be most
effective for the accomplishment of these goals.
Methods for Lookin g at the Future
of Residence Hall DevelopmenT
As can be expected, there is no single methodology for
looking into the future, much less into the specific future
of residence hall development. Even the professionals in
the futuristics field disagree with each other:
...neither the futurists nor their
adherents have ever been able to agree
on a unified vision. The fault may
lie not with the stargazers, but with
the public. As Columbia University
sociologist Amitai Etzioni observes:
"Too often we oscillate between blind
faith and cynical contempt for futur-
ologists. It might help to realize
that like other professionals, their
qualities vary; and wTiile the more
reputable ones are inevitably better
than no help at all, no one owns a
clear crystal ball."^^^
But it is to no one’s advantage to wait for total agreement,
nor for the mythology of the new field to disappear. It is
imperative instead that residence hall administrators today
be aware of the issues of the future and choose among those
methodologies which have the greatest potential for helping
them look at and act upon their small piece of the future.
Looking into the future can have both positive and
123. Stefan Kanfer. "Is There Any Future in Futurism."
Reprinted from Time Magazine , May 17, 1976. Paper distri-
buted at the Annual Convention of the National^Association^
of Student Personnel Administrators, Atlanta, Georgia, April,
1977, p. 1.
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negative effects. For example, at the 1977 Annual Convention
of the National Association of Student Personnel Administra-
tors, a statement was made by a workshop facilitator to the
effect that', "The future is not going to be as bright as the
past or the present. There will only be decline, and we will
only be able to control the speed of that decline. The
only positive outcome of statements such as this one is to
jolt others into thinking about what kind of future faces
them if they do not start planning in the present. Other-
wise this represents a self -defeatist approach which promotes
low morale, lack of planning, and growing numbers of people
leaving the field before it regresses beyond control.
More positive approaches to looking into the future on
the other hand, are based on the assumption that data pres-
ently exist upon which plans for the future can be based:
The future does not just happen.
It is created and developed in
the present and near past. Future
happenings are all rooted in the
present, and in most cases, are
determined by actions which have
already occurred. Consequently,
no one needs a crystal ball or a
resident prophet to accurately
project future happenings. The
parameters of the future are
essentially predictable. The
problem, and one which is par-
ticularly applicable to student
124. Frank A. Bucci. "The Crystal Ball Examined: A View of
the Future of Student Affairs in Workshop Format." Paper pre-
sented at the Annual Convention of the National Association
of Student Personnel Administrators. Atlanta, Georgia, April
5, 1977.
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affairs, is that we do not take the
time to use the known data and methods
of forecasting to project our future
environments. Perhaps even more dis-
heartening is the fact that quite often
when distinct trends or developments
are discovered, there is little or no
attention given to them and they are
quickly ignored. 125
In general, this more positive approach "requires a
constant analysis of history, of research literature, and
futuristic philosophies that serve both to guide shortterm
interventions and to bring them to focus as forces for
achieving desired futures. More specifically, it
necessitates following a method by which predictions can be
made
.
As stated earlier, a specific method of prediction has
been developed by Clement S. Mihanovich of St. Louis Univer-
sity. This particular method, called "Twelve Ways to Pre-
dict Social Trends", acts as the framework for the develop-
ment of my own method of prediction in specific relationship
to residence hall development. Mihanovich’ s method was
selected as it represents a very general izable framework
from which more specific frameworks can be derived, depending
on the nature of the problem(s} being studied. The twelve
points his method presents include the following:
125. Rrodzinski, p. 1.
126. Sally A. Freeman, Theodore Slovin and Michael Wolff,
"The Problems of Institutional Elitism: A Micro- Futurist ic^^
View of Egalitarian Possibilities in the Public University."
Paper presented at the Second Assembly of the World Future
Society, Washington, D.C., June, ]975, p. 5.
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5.
6 .
7.
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Extend past trends into the future.
tha trends in public opinion; postulate
become objects of scienti-law-making, etc.
Identify differences in opinion between experts andlaymen; what experts advocate today usually becomessocially normative.
Study differences between backward and advanced
countries and predict that the backward will
steadily become more like the advanced.
Identify efficient practices in organizations; these
will replace less^ efficient arrangements in otherinstitutions
.
Note consumption habits of rich and poor in a given
country; as average real incomes rise, the life-
style of the poor will increasingly come to resemble
the rich.
Similar to #6, except that in this case the tendency
is for the less educated to adopt the habits of the'better educated.
Locate "successful pioneer social reforms" and
predict their adoption in other areas.
Nearly all distinctive old customs and institutions...
peculiar to a single region and not justified by
geography will gradually be replaced by more univer-
sal ones. For instance, the custom of wearing a
distinctive local dress will continue to weaken.
Anticipate the social consequences of new technolo-
gical innovations.
Select the most plausible predictions from various
v/orks of utopian and science- fiction literature;
those supported by the methods listed here have some
possibility of coming true.
Develop new predictions based. . .on these premises:
Men are partly rational and hedonistic and wdll
eventually adopt nearly all major social reforms
which would enhance their welfare. ^27
In developing my own method of prediction, I have ex-
tracted and combined points from Mihanovich’s list. The
following four modes of prediction are particularly helpful
in studying the future of residence hall developm.ent
:
127. Clement S. Mihanovich. "Twelve Ways to Predict Social
Trends," Paper distributed at the National Convention of the
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators.
Atlanta, Georgia. April 4, 1977.
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1. The first mode is Mihanovich’s first, or: Extending
trends into the future
.
2. The second is a combination of points #11 and 3, or:
Selecting the mo st plausible predictions from t he literature
as_ what experts advocate today often becomes socially norm -
ative .
3. The third restates Mihanovich’s point #8, or:
Identifying successful programs and approaches and predicting
their adoption in other areas
.
4. The fourth is a combination of points #5 and 10, or:
Identifying efficient practices in organization s as these
will replace less efficient arrangements in other institu-
tions ( i nclud ing the effects of technological innovations)
.
The remainder of this chapter will be organized around
these four modes of prediction and their implications for
planning for the future. More specifically, the extension
of past trends into the future (Mode #1) will take the form
of a summarized history of residence hall development which
will emphasize those trends which have possible implications
for the future. The predictions from the literature (Mode
#2) v;ill deal primarily v/ith the data presently available on
who the future student will be and what kinds of needs these
future populations will have. And finally, the section on
’’Implications for Residence Hall Planning" will include
Mode #3 as well as #4. The identification of successful
programs and their possible adoption (Mode #3) will include
126
specific subsections on residence hall structure and policy,
and programming, while the identification of efficient prac -
tices in organizations fincluding new technology') (Mode M)
will include a subsection on future organizational patterns
and roles of residence hall staff.
Historical summary of major trends in residence hall develop-
men^. As stated earlier, "extending past trends into the
future^' is an important mode of prediction. This section
will briefly outline those past trends delineated in Chapters
II and III which have most significantly affected residence
hall development. In conjunction with the sections to follow,
these trends will act as a foundation upon which planning for
the future can be based.
The... years since the conclusion
of World War II are the "residence
hall years," in terms of their in-
corporation within the totality of
higher education. These years have
been characterized by: the expansion
of extraordinary residence hall faci-
lities; the professionalization of
staffing for program m.anagement and
design functions; and, descriptive
research. In concept and in prac-
tice, the dormitory has been replaced
by the residence hall. 1^8
Trends in residence hall development have occurred
primarily in response to the nature of those the residence
128. Laurine E. Fitzgerald. "The Future for College Resi-
dence Halls." Student Development and Education for College
Residence Halls . David A. DeCoster and Phyllis Mable, Eds.,
American College Personnel Association, Washington, D.C., 1974
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halls were serving. When, for example, the students of the
mid-sixties required new and expanded services, residence
hall systems generally complied with additional buildings,
better trained staff and new educational programming oppor-
tunities. ihe cases which were most successful were those
where the structures adapted to the needs, or, as put by
Edmund Gleaser fExecutive Pirector of the American Associa-
tion of Community and Junior Colleges), ’’The institutions of
higher education which have and will be successful are those
which have and will be organized around the learners
.
However, proper or long-range planning during the
sixties and early seventies was generally obliterated by the
phenomenon of constant change. As was characterized in the
second chapter which delineated national trends, or in the
case study of the University of Massachusetts, little time
was structured in for planning during this period as a
result of the constant redefinition of staff roles and the
subsequent need to restructure the organization. In addition,
the healthy fiscal resources of the sixties enabled an almost
endless variety of programs and innovations to exist with
little thought having to be given to the proper evaluation
or management of these new programs. Diminishing enrollments
and the fiscal retrenchment in the seventies became grave
129. Edmund Gleaser, ’’Students, Students, Everywhere But How
Do Vie Get Them to College." Keynote address at the Annual
Convention of the National Association of Student Personnel
Administrators, Atlanta, Georgia, April 4, 1977.
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reminders of, and challenges to alter, this type of planning
and management.
Both the successes and failures experienced by residence
hall systems have strong implications for future planning.
In the following sections, what has been learned more, speci-
fically from past experience and present data will be deline-
ated as to the general directions in which this author, and
others, see residence halls moving.
The students of the future and their needs . The second mode
of prediction is to "select the most plausible predictions
from the literature as what experts advocate today often be-
comes socially normative". Much of the current literature
in higher education is focusing on the students of the future.
As has been learned in studying trends in residence hall
development, students, more than any other single factor,
have determined the direction residence halls would take.
It is therefore imperative that the predictions in current
literature be taken seriously if appropriate planning is to
take place.
The students of the mid-sixties were considered "non-
traditional" in that, even though the majority of them were
17 to 21 years old, they often represented the first genera-
tion of their families to attend college, and were generally
less financially and scholastically prepared for the higher
education experience. This population, however, was soon to
become the norm, and, as of the mid-seventies, a neu crop
of
129
"non- traditional" students would emerge on the nation's
campuses
:
Changing social conditions as well as
growing competition for students among
institutions are producing a number of
important trends in the composition of
student bodies. The student population
is shifting toward older persons, a
growing proportion of women, and larger
numbers of educationally and economi-
cally disadvantaged persons. 1^0
Additional data which support these trends are presently
available in the literature. On the national scene, for
example, there has been a drastic decline in the national
birthrate, and sources such as the American College Testing
Service are forecasting 24% fewer students enrolling by
1311980. This decline, coupled \\rith such factors as a grow-
ing tendency among young people to no longer associate
success with a college degree and the phasing out of the GI
Bill, vvrill lead colleges to actively search "for non-tradi-
tional students to offset the decline in traditional
^ ^ 4- m132students
.
The number of non-traditional students has grown tre-
mendously over the past few years, and, from the research
available, an end to this trend is not in the foreseeable
future. For example, since 1942, there has been a twenty-
five per cent increase in full-time enrollment, and an
130. s'. V. Martorana
Change. Jossey-Bass
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eighteen per cent increase in part-time enrollment of women
students in higher education. At present, women constitute
one-half of the entering students. In addition, the
adult, or alder student, is enrolling more frequently and in
larger numbers than ever before experienced in American
higher education. In 1975, it was estimated that 3.5 million
adult students enrolled, representing thirty-four per cent of
the total enrollment. By 1980, Census Bureau predictions
estimate that forty per cent of the total student enrollment
will be comprised of adults - or those who are twenty-five
134years of age or older. And on a national level, it is
estimated that the mean age of the total population by the
year 2000 will be between thirty-two and thirty-four years
old.
This expanding universe of older students has and will
continue to bring with it special needs. For instance,
institutions of higher education are being increasingly used
by these students as centers of continuing education or life-
long learning. If they have not entered for reasons of
personal enrichment and developm.ent , these new students
have entered as a result of career changes. The growth of
133. Gleaser.
134. Brodzinski, p. 13.
135. "Studentology 101: A Profile of Students Past, Present
and to Come.” Brochure reporting on the conference sponsored
by the Resource Network, College of Arts and Sciences Informa-
tion and Advising Center and the Center for Instructional Re-
sources and Improvement. University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, January, 1977.
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non-traditional institutions on the nation's campuses such
as the University Without Wails or satellite campuses exem-
plify this movement. It is only to the advantage of adminis-
trators to .familiarize themselves with this present and ever-
expanding population in order to provide these new students
attractive environments into which they can be recruited.
While making plans for the recruitment of ’’non- tradition-
al students, it has become imperative to focus on the re-
tention of the "traditional" students. The withdrawal rate
of traditional students from higher education in recent
years has been occurring at an alarming rate. The Amherst
campus of the University of Massachusetts, for example,
reports losing as many as 3500 students each year - or a
dropping-out of over 10,000 students in a four-year period.
Alexander Astin, Professor of Higher Education at UCLA and
one of the authors of a forthcoming work on the retention of
students (Jossey- Bass
, 1977), has determined that most
students leave college for negative reasons (e.g., boredom
or poor grades) rather than for positive reasons (e.g.,
getting a good job, finding oneself, or to grow). His pri-
mary claim to the retention of these students is to get them
involved in campus life in such areas as academic programs,
athletics, student government and work. He further reports
that a very important area of student involvement is resi-
136
136. "Studentology 101: A Profile of Students, Past,
Present and to Come."
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residence hall experience. His research has shown that liv-
ing at least the first year in a residence hall has increased
the chances of a student staying in college. In this en-
vironment, residents are more likely to get involved with
faculty, form peer group relationships, develop a greater
self-esteem, and continue on to get graduate and professional
137degrees
.
Implications for residence hall planning . Thus far in this
chapter, it has been learned from reviewing past trends and
current literature in residence hall development that who
the students are will be the primary factor in determining
the future of residence halls (Modes #1 and #2). This does
not mean that, given new student populations, all that has
been successful in past residence hall experience has to be
forgotten. Instead, it is important that we "identify
successful programs and approaches and predict their adop-
tion" (Mode #3). For example, developing more attractive
environments for the influx of "non- traditional" students
while s im.ul taneously planning for the retention of "tradi-
tional" students provides a variety of implications for the
residence halls and their staff of the present as well as the
future. Among the areas to be affected in this planning are
changes in the physical structure, policies related to
137. Alexander Astin. "Retention
address at the National Convention
ation of Student Personnel Adminis
April 4, 1977.
of Students." Keynote
of the National Associ-_
trators. Atlanta, Georgia.
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residence hall living, and the provision of a broader variety
of living options and programmatic foci. Specific recommend-
ations in these areas will be made in the following two
sections on "Residential hall physical structure and policy"
and "Residence hall programming".
And finally, a responsive and responsible staff and
organizational structure i‘S vital to a positive future of
residence halls. As indicated in Mode #4, "replacing less
efficient arrangements in organizations" is an important
objective in the management of change. Based on past and
present experience, specific recommendations will be made
concerning organizational patterns and roles of residence
hall staff in the final section of this chapter.
Residence hall physical structure and policy . The major-
ity of residence hall structures of the present are m.onuments
in memorial to mass education in the sixties. They were
generally designed to quickly accomodate large numbers of
students with only belated consideration given to the effects
this kind of environment would have on students. /Vs Harold
B. Gores contends:
By 1980, colleges will long since have
abandoned the notion that prison design
is a valid prototype for dormitory
design. The typical dormitory of an_
earlier day, with its ranks of identical
cells marching in double file down a long
corridor, will not disappear. Fifteen-
year-old buildings with 40-year mortgages
cannot be wished away - nor will colleges
wish to do so, since these buildings will
134
still provide adequate quarters for
at least some students some of the
time. But the old pattern will seldom
be follov;ed in building anew.^^®
Gores was essentially correct in his contentions as to the
new directions residence hall planning should take. This
statement, however, was made in 1968, previous to the
thwarting effects brought on by a nation-wide economic
decline resulting in a period of fiscal retrenchment for
higher* education. Some campuses may have had the financial
resources in recent years to build new structures which
veered from traditional residence hall designs. Most,
however, have been left with the legacy of structures in-
creasingly unsuitable to changing student needs. The chal-
lenge, therefore, should be increasingly clear to those
responsible for the residence halls that several changes
need to come about within these existing structures in order
for them to be attractive to, and thus serve, the students
of the future.
The following will attempt to list specific suggestions
as to how^ present residence hall structures could be rede-
signed and residence hall policy altered in planning for the
future. The list is based not only on past experiences which
have proven successful but on the perceived needs of future
resident populations as well. Basic to the range of
138. Harold B. Gores.
Campus 1980 . Alvin C.
New 10 rk, 1968, p. 291
"The American Campus - 1980."
Eurich, Ed., Dell Publishing Company,
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possibilities listed belov\A is the provision of a variety of
living options to students. As has been learned from past
experience, no single design has met the variety of needs
which students bring. In addition, each of the following
suggestions has its respective degree of feasibility and
advantage. The purpose of this listing, however, is not to
individually criticize each suggestion, but is instead to
demonstrate the range of possible areas which should be con-
sidered in planning for the future. Based on past experi-
ence, it is finally essential to the success of any changes
made which will effect the residence hall experience to
include the students and other affected populations into
the decision-making process.
* Many residence halls at present are designed
to accommodate two or more students in each
room. For the older student and the increas-
ing numbers of others requesting a.dditional
privacy, the single occupancy arrangement
should become available to as many as request
it
.
* Many residence hall policies at present
are quite strict as to what role students
may take in altering their living environ-
ment to suit their individual tastes and
needs. In order for students to feel that
their living space is their own, policies.
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in the specific areas of student painting
and the redesigning of their rooms need to
be loosened considerably. Bolted-down fur-
niture should become a phenomenon of the
past and should instead be replaced with
modularized furniture - or no furniture at
all in order to promote and encourage indi-
vidual creativity.
* In many residence hall systems, living in a
dorm also means having to comply with the
institution’s meal plan. Having to do both
has often driven students out of the residence
halls in order that tliey can make freer choices
as to their mode of dining. Several possibi-
lities can occur to alleviate this problem,
including; the abolition of the meal require-
ment for residents; the provision of additional
and more accessible kitchen facilities for
students in their own dorms; and/or the in-
clusion of a dining hall facility within the
residence halls for purposes of proximity and
community -building
.
* On most campuses, married student housing (where
it exists) and single student housing (e.g., the
residence halls) are separate facilities. In
order to expose these two groups to each
other.
institutions should consider allov;ing
single students to live in the married
student quarters and vice versa
. Most
residence halls would require extensive
renovations for such a movement to occur.
However, with the growing number of older
students entering college (more of whom
have families)
,
additional housing to
that which exists at present will be
required. There is no reason that these
people need to live ’’off - campus"
,
and
thus be further estranged from the academic
comm.unity
.
As residence halls are redesigned to include
apartment or family living situations, staff
and faculty who presently live off-campus
(and who are being increasingly plagued with
rising real estate costs) whould also be
provided with opportunity to live in prox-
imity to their work. (These persons would
not necessarily be requested to take on
resident staff roles.) Those residence hall
situations in which faculty and students have-
lived or worked in close proximity to each
other have most often been extremely
positive living and learning experiences for
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both groups. Restructuring to promote and
expand this productive interplay should
therefore continue to produce positive
outcomes
.
* Many campuses have been left a healthy legacy
of bond payments from those residence halls
built about fifteen years ago. A tempting
option, therefore, has been simply sell them.
Having been sold, they have been used for
additional academic office space, senior citizen
centers, or as "hotel -like" dorms managed by
private firms. A more creative option, however,
may be the leasing of these buildings to students
to be run as student cooperatives. The students
could be offered direction by the institution,
but would be responsible for the daily operation
of that hall or halls.
* Many commuting students are presently left to
wait, sometimes for hours, in their cars, the
library, or student union between their classes.
A vi abl e possibility for including these s tuden t
s
in residential hall life is to provide them space
in the dorms in order that they can feel like they
are part of the community.
Residence Hall Programming. The suggestions made
/
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above as to possible restructuring options and policy alter-
ations have provided for a broad range of residents and their
needs. The heterogeneity produced by some combination of
’’traditional" and "non- traditional" students, faculty, and
staff living under the same roof, however, has serious impli-
cations for present res.idence hall programming which has
been for the most part designed for the 17 to 21 year old.
In order to lessen the distinctions made between these popu-
lations and their respective needs, residence halls need to
rethink their programmatic or educational functions.
The movement of recent years to bring the residence
hall experience closer to the educational mission of the
institution should continue to be emphasized if not realized
in the future:
We have come to the beginning of the end
of that time-hallowed approach to campus
pi anning which dictates, through a series
of tidy zones, that the student works
"downtown" in the academic core and lives
in a dormitory "suburb", with something
vaguely labeled "activities" taking place
in the interstices. Instead, colleges
will organize campus functions and faci-
lities in ways that are architecturally
and administratively less tidy but so-
cially and educationally more functional -
more responsive to the ways people do
in fact operate as opposed t^^ the ways
planners think they should.
As has been repeatedly stated, any change in the resi-
dence hall experience should be made in conjunction with the
139. Gores, p. 283.
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needs of the populations being served. Programming is
certainly no exception to this rule. A broad range of
physical living options should be coupled with a variety
of program alternatives. Given the populations identified
earlier, the following list suggests some possible areas
to be considered in future programming endeavors:
* The first option which should be mentioned is
a residence hall which has no programmatic com-
ponent. Some residents may prefer to live in
a "hotel -1 ike” enA/ironment where their sense of
community is secondary to their need for privacy.
* The present lack of a marital or couple counseling
component represents a serious void on many
campuses. Should married students or couples be
included in residence hall life, it is imperative
that staff be properly trained in this area. In
addition, these residents can, by virtue of their
living with other populations, become natural
educators to these populations through the develop-
ment of support groups or courses dealing with
marriage and cohabitation.
Given the presently increasing problem of under-
ployment or unemployment among college graduates,
coupled with the increasing potential of several
career changes in their lives, programming efforts
need to be made in the areas of career and life-
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planning. Invaluable resources for this type
of programming would be the older students
whose life and career experiences could, and
should, be shared among themselves as well as
with those younger than they.
* Given technological innovations and the growing
potential for shorter v/ork weeks, future gradu-
ates will be faced with the likelihood of an
'increase in free time over the years. Program-
ming efforts, therefore, need to be made to
include exposure to avocational and recreational
possibilities
.
The above suggestions do not need to take the place of
present educational endeavors in the residence halls. They
should instead be considered some additional components
needed to round out the residence hall experience of the
future. The basic concepts of residential colleges and
other educational models can remain as viable frameworks
for the incorporation of these and other future needs.
0
r
ganizational patterns and roles of residence hall
staff . Planning for change in any residence hall system
v/ill be (as has always been the case) dependent on the fis-
cal and philosophical support of its respective institution.
There are, however, certain conditions learned from past and
present experience which will have to exist in any system
before proper planning can proceed. The two most crucial
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conditions are; an organizational pattern which is responsive
to and supportive of the need for change, and a staff which
can adequately promote and manage that change.
As has- been learned from past experience, no single
organizational pattern or structure has become "the" model
for the administration of all residence hall systems. Al-
though there are common features among the variety of pat-
terns (e
.
g
., business functions and student personnel func-
tions)
,
they have nevertheless continued to reflect the
unique nature of their respective institutions. The same
will hold for organizational patterns of the future. There
are, however, some characteristics which should be common
among the variety of patterns in order that a responsiveness
to the need for planned changes can occur. (It should be
noted that these characteristics are apart from those which
might develop in response to the effects of such contingen-
cies as staff unionization or the implementation of the
four-day work week.)
A residence hall organization which is responsive to
the need for change is one which can maintain a balance be-
ticeen its business and student personnel functions and is
committed to the practice of goal-setting and long-range
planning. The directions for residence hall planning sug-
gested in tiie former two sections are dependent on such an
organization in that they combine the physical and program-
matic changes required for the future. Neither of these
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changes can adequately occur without the other following
suit. Nor can future planning in these areas withstand the
dominance of one function over the other. If, for example,
the two functions are in separate administrative structures
where the protection of turf becomes more important than the
promotion of proper communication, future planning will
inevitably suffer. If, however, communication is maintained
and common goals can be derived, a more positive environ-
ment will be established for proper planning.
The "magical moment" at which time planning for the
future should begin is now
. It is essential, however, that
there are residence hall staff who are adequately prepared
to promote and manage the changes that are required. Recent
developments in residence hall systems suggest that there
will be an increased use of paraprofessional and peer staff
in the future. These and the professional staffs will re-
quire additional training in such areas as the "non-tradi-
tional" students and their needs, marital counseling, and
career and life-planning programming. In addition, they
will need to be better trained in management and research
and evaluation skills. Recent trends have dictated a need
for cost-effectiveness, increased accountability and an
ability to properly evaluate programs and services. They
need to keep abreast of technological advances v\^hich can
either aid their functions or replace them. And finally,
it is imperative that they learn how to most proauctivel)'
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communicate with the rest of the institution
both protect and promote their goals for the
of the future.
in order to
residence halls
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APPENDIX
A SUMMARY OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHARTS (FIGURES 7-15)
PRESENTED IN CHAPTER III OF THE RESIDENCE HALL
SYSTEM OF THE AMHERST CAMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF MASSACHUSETTS FROM 1961 TO 1976
Fig. 7. Residence hall organization, 1961, (University
of Massachusetts)
.
1
Fig. 8. Organizational structure of Dean of Women's
Office (University of Massachusetts). (The Dean ot
Men's Office organizationally paralleled this model.)
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Appendix, Continued
Fig, 9. Residence hall organization, 1967 (University
of Massachusetts).
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iDORf.! COUNSELORS
Fig. 10. Residence hall organization, 1968 (University
of Massachusetts)
.
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Appendix, Continued
Fig. 11. Residence hall organization, 1970-1971
(University of Massachusetts).
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Fig. 13. Residence hall organization, 1972-1973
(University of Massachusetts).
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Fig. 14. Residence hall organization, 1974-1976
(University of Massachusetts).
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